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Econ prof denied tenure;
’victim of department battles’

Susan Hathway

Rains flooded third floor of the Education Building

’Roof’s got a hole in it
and I might drown...’
The first heavy rain of the season hit
the area yesterday, causing leaks in a
number of campus buildings.
The worst leaks were reported in the
men’s gym and the Education Building,
according to Byron Bollinger,
superintendent of buildings and
grounds.
The roof on the men’s gym, replaced
last spring (at a cost of $19,000), sprang
a leak and flooded parts of the building.
Bollinger said that the roof is still under
warranty, and that the contractors
would be on campus late yesterday
afternoon to assess the damage.
In the Education Building, the
stairway in the northeast corner of the
building was closed yesterday because
of the flooding. Bollinger said that the

stairway would remain closed "until it
drys out." He said he expected to reopen it today or tomorrow.
The sour-ce of the leaks is difficult to
find, said Bollinger, because the roofs
are layered with tar paper and asphalt.
Water seeps in between the upper
layers, he explained and may not begin
leaking down below until it is as much
as 20 feet from the original leak.
"When you have as many acres of
roofs as we do here," Bollinger said,
"the first rain is always a problem."
The roofs can’t be fixed until they dry
out, he added.
Other smaller leaks were reported in
the Speech and Drama, Aeronautics
and Old Science Buildings, as well as
the Reserve Book Room.

By Phil Trounstine
Dr. Sue Van Atta, assistant professor
of economics, said yesterday she
believes she was denied tenure last
year because she is a "victim of the
department’s battles."
Van Atta said she thinks her vote last
year against the incumbent chairman,
Dr. James Willis, may have played a
role in the university’s decision not to
grant her tenure.
"I would have had a better chance of
receiving tenure," Van Atta said, "if I
had been associated with the administration supporters in the
Economics Department."
spokesmen’
Administration
vehemently denied Van Atta’s accusations, insisting only academic
standards were used in evaluating her
for tenure
Van Atta was also recently told she
has no grounds for appeal of her tenure
decision which she had sought through
grievance procedures.
She filed a grievance several weeks
ago, agrumg that the university tenure
committee had "ignored evidence
favorable" to her case.
But her grievance committee (Dr.
Joseph Fetzer, professor of financial
insurance and real estate; Dr. Dorothy
Siegele, associate professor of biology)
last week rejected her bid for appeal.
Van Atta’s only avenue of appeal now
is through the courts. Dr. Jack Kurzweil, chairman of the academic
of United
freedom committee
Professors of California (UPC), said
yesterday he plans to seek UPC
financial backing of a court suit.
Van Atta said she believes "revenge"
may have been involved in the decision
by the university retention and tenure
committee to overturn the unanimous
recommendations for tenure of her
department and the School of Social
Science.
According to Economics Department
sources, the administration was aware
that Van Atta had voted against Dr.
Willis for department chairman,
although such votes are supposed to be
secret.
According to these sources, Van Atta

A.S. pollset for tomorrow
A.S. Council will seek to poll the
opinions of students on four controversial issues tomorrow and
Thursday from 8 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. and
from 5 to 7:30 p.m.
Results will be presented to President
John H. Bunzel to show student opinions
on the issues.
Two if the issues-the integration of
the Birth Control Center with the
Student Health Center and the 80-20
interim policy-were voted on last
spring.
A cut in state funds accounted for the
merging of the Birth Control Center and
the Student Health Center according to
Administrators..
Peer counselors were dropped and
the Health Center was left with one
part-time gynecologist.
In last year’s poll, students voted

overwhelmingly to keep a full-time
gynecologist and peer counselors.
The other issue was the 80-20 interim
policy which requires 80 per cent of the
faculty to be tenured or in line for
tenure while 20 per cent remain temporaries.
The interim policy is scheduled to be
signed as a permanent policy by Bunzel
on Friday.
It would limit the number of permanent faculty and arbitrarily create
temporary faculty with no grievance
rights.
Students voted against 80-20 in last
year’s referendum.
Two new issues have been added to
the referendum this year. They are
fiscal autonomy for the A.S. Council
and restoring personnel rights to the
Economics Department faculty.

A.S. Council questions Bunzel’s in
terferer... (, with the help of a Superior
Court Ruling, with A.S. funds in the
fiscal autonomy issue. The court ruled
that A.S. had to release funds to the
athletic grants-in-aid program.
Citing "severe internal difficulties"
in the Economics Department, Bunzel
took away all decision -making
authority from that department and
passed authority to an outside body of
appointees.
In order to vote on the referendum
students must have their paper student
body cards.
Polling booths will be located between the Student Union and the Art
Building; on Seventh Street near the
Music Building; on Seventh Street near
the Music Building; and in front of the
library.

Hunt testifies in Watergate trial
claims Mitchell was ’big man’
WASHINGTON (AP) - E. Howard
Hunt testified at the Watergate coverup trial yesterday that in April 1972, he
was told that the "big man" had approved a political intelligence plan
calling for illegal break-ins and
wirepattring.
Asked who the "big man" was, Hunt
replied:
"There was only one big man involved in the entire planning episode.
The big man involved stature-wise was
the attorney general, Mr. John Mitchell."
Hunt, convicted of burglary and
conspiracy in the Watergate break-in
tiral, said it was another of the break-in
conspirators, G. Gordon Liddy, who
told him Mitchell had approved the
intelligence operation.
Asked how he knew Liddy meant
Mitchell, Hunt said Liddy always
referred to the then attorney genera!

"as the big man and also as the big
boy."
His answer drew a laugh from Mitchell, one of five dependants charged
with conspiring to block investigation of
the Watergate break-in.
The other defendants are former
White House aides H. R. Haldeman and
John D. Ehrlichman, former assistant
attorney general Robert C. Mardian,
and Kenneth W. Parkinson, one time
attorney for the Nixon re-election
committee.
Over protests from defense attorneys, U.S. District Judge John J.
Sirica agreed to a prosecution request
to call Hunt as a court witness, which
meant that both prosecution and
defense attorneys could ask leading
questions in an attempt to get him to
tell all he knows.
The prosecutors cited several instances in which Hunt allegedly lied to

a grand jury after he was given im
rnunity from prosecution in exchange
for his cooperation.
Hunt, a former CIA agent and an
author of spy novels, told how he was
recruited by Liddy to help develop a
political intelligence capability for the
Nixon re-election committee
He testified that Liddy "asked me to
help him prepare a budget related to
certain projects desired by the attorney
general, Mr. John Dean and Mr. Jeb
Stuart Magruder."
Dean was then White House counsel
and Magruder was acting director of
the re-election committee.
Hunt testified how he helped Liddy
prepare a budget of nearly gl million
for a plan code-named Gemstone which
included illegal break-ins, electronic
surveillance, as well as kidnaping
squads and prostitutes to compromise
prominent Democrates.

was absent on the day a secret ballot
was taken to elect a chairman for the
Economics Department.
Dr. James Sawrey, dean of the School
of Social Science, heard that a vote was
being taken and ordered the department secretary to reveal to him the
vote, sources reported.
When he learned it was a tie, he then
directed the secretary to poll Van Atta
and report back to him, the sources
report.
After Van Atta’s vote was taken,
Prixnack had won the department
chairmanship.
Sawrey said Thursday he didn’t know
how Van Atta voted until she told him
months later, after the decision on her
tenure had already been made.
He refused to discuss details of the
case, saying it was a "personnel
matter," but added, "In every case the
only things that are considered are
professional activities , scholarly
productivity and effectiveness."
Sawrey said the university retention
and tenure committee receives a letter
of recommendation on every tenure
case from him when the faculty
member teaches in the School of Social
Science.
He declined to say what his recommendation has been in the Van Atta
case.
"Political decision"
Van Atta said she went to Dr. Robert
Sasseen, dean of faculty, to find out why
her tenure had been denied last year.
She said Sasseen told her the
department’s unanimous vote for
tenure was a "political decision" and
that the university committee "was not
tainted with politics."
According to Van Atta, Sasseen also
said the university committee "had
higher standards than either the
department or the school committee,
and that the university committee had
concluded that she was a weak and

recommendations from faculty" who
visited her classes was ignored.
She said she also argued that the
committee had exaggerated her
negative student evaluations and had
"overlooked" her graduate seminar
and senior class ratings.
She said the latter were very high.
Sasseen said, however, "The
grievance committee ruled that
granting the truth of her allegations,
what she alleged did not demonstrate
substantial and harmful procedural
violations, the failure to take notice of
substantial favorable evidence
or
arbitrariness
under
the
circumstances."
He said it is "not common" for the
university committee to overturn the
Sue Van Ala
unanimous recommendations of both a
department and a school, but, he said, it
ineffective instructor."
Sasseen, interviewed Friday, said he happens from time to time.
Other cases
never made such comments, but In both 1973 and 1974, Sasseen said,
declined to discuss the case because it
some 150 persons applied for retention
is a "personnel matter."
Van Atta acknowledged that some of and tenure and the university comher student evaluations had been mittee ruled "contrary to the
relatively low, but she said the overall unanimous recommendation of the
evidence was positive.
department and the school in only one
Like Sawrey,
Sasseen
said, or two cases each year."
But, Sasseen added, "I don’t have
"Judgements regarding the performance of faculty members with any doubt" that only acadeinic con
respect to promotions, retention and siderations were used to determine if
Van Atta should receive tenure.
tenure are confidential."
He said he wasn’t sure why Van
The grievance committee, Sasseen
added, had determined, "Even if the Atta’s account of her conversation with
facts that Van Atta alleged were true, him differed so sharply from his own
there was no grievance with respect to recollection.
"It’s really not for me to speculate on
denial of tenure."
what makes for different perceptions a
Not considered
Van Atta’s grievance was not based d recollections of particular ciron the stormy situation in the cumstances," he said.
"But it should be remembered that a
Economics Department, but relied
instead on her contention that the person denied tenrue not only has a self
university committee did not consider interest but is emotionally involved in
all the evidence that was favorable to the grievance," he added.
her promotion.
He said the university’s only self
In her grievance, Van Atta said, she interest in the matter was to see that
argued that "a big stack of laudatory "the best people acquire tenure."

Food prices up 10 per cent
Students are paying 10 per cent more
for groceries this year than they were
in October 1973 at local grocery stores.
This was the finding of a recent
survey of focal supermarkets by the
Spartan Daily.
Current prices are compared with the
results of a similiar survey conducted
in October 1973, by the Daily.
Of the ten products checked, sugar
showed the biggest increase, rising an
average of $1.10 for a five pound bag.
Mayonnaise and coffee also showed
large price increases.

The price of meat has dropped since
the beef shortage of a year ago. Ground
beef is down an average of 20 cents per
pound and Armour Star hot dogs
dropped 27 cents.
Price drops were also recorded for
eggs (14 cents( and flour (7 cents).
Fry’s provided best over-all bargain
of the supermarkets surveyed. The
total cost of the ten items at Fry’s was
55 cents lower than Lucky’s and 61
cents lower than Safeway.
The neighborhood markets that dot
the campus area have the highest

prices, usually ten to twenty percent
above that of the larger stores.
The stores surveyed were Fry’s at
Story and McLaughlin streets; Lucky
at Sixth and Santa Clara streets;
Safeway at Fifth and Julian streets;
Seven-Eleven stores at Tenth and San
Carlos streets; Seven -Eleven at Sixth
and San Salvadore streets; and Spartan
Market at Eighth and William streets.
Comparitive prices for the neighborhood stores were not available.
Related article on page 5.
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Vitamin popping proves perilous
)- Racaii eill

Staff reporter
Vitamins and medicine are becoming a big disappointment! Just when you think you’ve got an edge on
life by popping a pill into your mouth, some expert
comes along and tells us it isn’t true.
Now the Spartan Daily reports that Vitamin E
doesn’t improve sexual prowess. (Hm, I wonder what
it is?)
A little research shows that the list of vitamin
"myths" is growing larger every year.
Last year two-time Nobel Prize winner Linus
Pauling said that Vitamin C could cause kidney
stonesjust when everybody was used to reaching for
the ascorbic acid at the first sneeze. Now a person
must choose between the discomfort of a cold or the
chance of getting a kidney stone.
A week ago a medical convention in Mexico
reported that asprin can cause ulcers. It gives me a
headache just to think about it!
Many vitamins can be toxic, if not poisonous, when
used in excess. Most of the time the remedy is simply
to stop taking the vitamin.
Side effects can range from huge body sores, to
impaired liver function from an overdoes of niacin.
However, niacin deficiency can cause many
disorders ranging from insanity to a loss of a sense of
humor. You could always take the niacin and then
laugh at your body sores.
A high dosage of Vitamin D can be very helpful to
many problems, including acne and arthritis. But
nausea and vomitting, headaches or, in severe cases,
tissue damages can result from too much of it.
Women are faced with a decision regarding the birth
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control pill. Some doctors say that the estrogen in the
pill could have some cancer-causing properties.
But then the word "could" must be weighed against
the difficulties of having a large number of children. A
woman night be more prone to cancer of the cervix
after having numerous pregnancies anyway. Or she
could die from overwork.
Men have their own worries. Heart disease occurs in
males at a ratio of one and one-half times more than
females. This is attributed to the female sex hormone,
which has been found to inhibit arteriosclerosis.
Men can have injections of this female hormone and
lesssen their chances of a heart attack.
But, alas, this has a feminizing effect on men. They
develop breasts and other female traits. It also
reduces libido. What a choice!
Then there are the curative drugsantibiotics.
Besides the obvious allergic reactions, some antibiotics are inherently toxic and can damage the
blood, liver, ears and the kidneys, but your sore throat
will feel better.
I though I’d found the vitamin for my family in one
of the vitamin B’s. Then one day the health food store
was closed and I went to the drug store to buy them.
My pharmacist smilingly took my money and said,
"Don’t take these too often my dear, it could cause a
hardening of the eyeballs."
What? My hardened eyeballs stared at him in
horror. I think I ended up giving them to my runnyeyed cat.
So now Vitamin E becomes a myth too. I’ve decided
to die of worry!
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Letters to the Editor
Referendum seen as ’first step’
in fight with SJSU administration
Editor:
In the editorial of Oct. 23, there
was a number of criticisms of the
student referendum planned for
Oct. 30 and 31. The purpose of this
letter is not to quibble over which
vehicle is best equipped to
demonstrate student opinion on
questions which are of vital concern to them, as seemed to be the
purpose of the editorial. It is more
immediately my concern to emphasize those reasons why the
referendum should be supported
campus-wide.
Those who initiated the idea of an
emergency referendum were not
so naive as to have assumed that
the administration would immediately reverse policy after
listening to student voice no matter
through what vehicle that voice

was heard.
Originally the referendum was
conceived as being educational
not only in that it would demonstrate to the administration the
numbers of students moved to
oppose it on certain issues, but also
in that it would provide a cohesive
framework through which the most
basic issue could be viewed.
That most basic issue was and
continues to be the move on this
campus and on other campuses
throughout the country toward
centralization of authority.
As this move takes place we, as
students, have less and less to say
about what is taught us and who
teaches what is taught. In effect,
we lose what little control we had
over the product that our tuition
and our time pays for.

Column on As attendance
criticized as inaccurate
Editor:
Blaise Castren as affirmed in the
article written Oct. 23, apparently
forgot something very important to
journalism, that of research and
accurate reporting.
The article is full of gross
mistakes, but I will be easy on
Castren and only reveal the most
faulty errors.

Picture caption
misleads blind
student feature
Editor:
I found the article of Oct. 18
(Blindness ’not a handicap’) about
Vivian Younger very interesting.
However, I was puzzled by the
caption to her photo, "Vivian
Younger remains despite blindness."
She seems to be doing so much
more than that...
Jenlfer Ransom
English graduate student

Blaise, do you realize when the
Giants last broke the million mark
in attendance? Do some research
and you will find that it has been
several years since they accomplished that feat.
You claim the Giants are enjoying success. Do you define
success as drawing 520,000 (No
Blaise, not a million) people for the
entire 1974 season? The next worst
attendance getter in the National
League doubled this figure.
Another of your claims to fame is
that the American League counts
everyone in the ball park, "not just
paying customers." Wrong Blaise!
The American League announces attendance on the amount
of tickets sold whereas the
National League counts only those
going through the turnstile.
When there are many no shows,
the attendance may seem "inflated" but paid attendance
means exactly what it says.
I’m not as mean as I sound but
please do some research before
writing your articles and with a
little luck you may some day be
reporting for Finley and his
Blaiseing A’s.
Jeff Bentk
Industrial Arts graduate student

Perhaps most importantly it is
necessary to view the referendum
as a tool in the continuing fight
against the administration’s
inevitable attempts to neutralize
any opposition by negating the fact
that any exists.
The referendum is not a goal in
itself, nor just a sounding of
student opinion, but a necessary
first step. Operating under any
other assumption would be a joke.
We have no illusions that the
time for "other action" will certainly come. We also have no
illusions that Dr. Bunzel will heed
an opinion poll any more than a
vote.
The poll will be our tool, not his.
He can ignore our opinions and our
votes as long as we are not united
against him. But as evidence of our
numbers grow, the time also grows
near for that "other action" hinted
at in the editorial of the other day.
Then there will be no underestimation of the effect of our
opinion.
Cathy Curtin
Environmental Studies major
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Econ statement disputed;
student wants answers
Editor:
According to Bunzel’s statement
in the Oct. 16 Daily, the investigation committee disenEconomics
franchised
the
Department faculty for the
following three reasons:
the
Refusal "to follow
prescribed procedure for review of
its chairman"
Failed
to
"undertake
recruitment in accordance with
prescribed
standards
and
procedures"
Engaged in "malicious efforts to prevent the promotion of a
colleague."
Could it be that what Bunzel’s
handpicked "investigation committee" means by "prescribed
procedures" are procedures that
do not conflict with Bunzel’s
personal choices?
If the majority in the department

choses a candidate for department
chairman other than Bunzel’s
choice, then are they automatically
branded as promoters of "unand
standards
prescribed
procedures?"
What happens when Bunzel
ceases to act according to
"prescribed
standards
and
procedures" when he resorts to the
unprecendented move of disenfranchising a whole department?
We need immediate and
satisfactory answers to those
questions now. I urge the Spartan
Daily to seize the chance and come
up with some investigative inside
reporting on what is really happening within the Economics
Department and what are the true
motives
behind
the
administration’s moves.
Marjorie Drake
History sophomore
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Speak out!
The Spartan Daily encourages
letters from these who care, on or
off campus.
For quick and full publication,
letters should be limited to 14 inches or about 500 words, typed on a
55-space line.
The editor and forum page editor
will accept letters for publication
in the Spartan Daily office 12:30 to
4:30 p.m. daily.
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Crime rise
spurs lecture

Harmer outlines
inflation strategy
By Joel Konopken
Calling inflation
the
overwhelming issue" in
next week’s election, Lt.
Gov. John L. Harmer has
proposed a four-point plan
to "ease the burdens" of
inflation.
His
plan
includes
property tax relief for
elderly persons, a four per
cent cut in state income
taxes, a four per cent cut in
the state budget and tax
credit for interest earned
from savings accounts.
Harmer was appointed
Lieutenant Governor Oct. 3
to replace Ed Reinecke. He
is opposing State Sen.
Mervyn Dymally, 0-Los
Angeles, in a quest to be
elected in his own right.
Speaking Saturday at a
press
conference
in
Cupertino, Harmer said he
wishes to exempt from
all
taxes
property
California home owners
over 62 who have an annual
income under $12,000.
Those over 62 earning
$12,000
and
between
$15,000, said Harmer,

would pay property tax
according to a sliding scale
while those earning over
$15,000 would receive no
exemption, under Harmer’s plan.
"This selective property
tax exemption for elderly
home owners would end
once and for all the
frightening spector of
being literally taxed out of
house and home," said
Harmer.
He said the reduction in
both the state budget and
state income tax would
"give people more money
to spend, while keeping the
state budget in line with a
reduced revenue."
Harmer said he would
seek to mae the budget cuts
in the areas of welfare,
education, general capital
outlay and highway construction.
Tax credit on interest
earned from savings accounts, said Harmer,
would have the Iwo-fold
advantage of cutting
personal spending and
more
money
making

Lt. Gov. John Harmer
available to the housing
industry.
The limit on such credit,
said Harmer, would be $500
per year.
It would apply, he said, to
any money placed in
deposit with savings and
loans associatiosns and
other thrift institutions,
which are the primary
sources for home mortgage

loans.
By making more money
available for mortgage,
said Harmer, this could
also lower interest rates,
meaning more people will
be able to afford houses.
That, he said, would
increase employment in
that
industry
and
elsewhere.

NOWasks political equality
By Sue McKisson
"Get women everywhere.
The state legislatures must
be filled with feminists. We
have to raise the consciousness of the feminist
viewpoint."
From the applause after
ents, it
each of these
parwas evident
ticipants in the California
convention agreed with the
words of Karen DeCrow,
national president of the
National Organization of
Women ( NOW).
As the keynote speaker for
the third annual NOW
held
last
convention
weekend in San Jose’s Hyatt
House, DeCrow emphasized
that "women are on the
outside of politics looking

WOO

111.

A liberal party candidate
for the mayor of Syracuse,
N.Y., DeCrow is a lawyer
and author of "The Young
Woman’s
Guide
to
Liberation" and "Sexist
Justice."
She was named by "Time"
Magazine this year as one of
"200 rising leaders."
The purpose of NOW is L
move toward equality for all
women in America, according to the NOW by-laws.
The California convention
of NOW formed task groups

to take action at the stale
level.
The task forces will work
toward many goals including
ratification of the Equal
Rights Amendment (ERA),
equal employment opportunities, improvement of
the image of women in the
mass media, revision of
marriage, divorce and
family laws, replealment of
laws limiting access to
contraception and abortion.
First lady helpful
"Betty Ford is the best
thing we have going for us
( NOW) in Washington,"
DeCrow noted. She said Mrs.
Ford has spoken in favor of
abortions, child care and
women in politics.
DeCrow cited examples of
recent victories of women in
politics around the U.S. and
said there is still a need for
more women in politics.
With "no money and no
backing but being the
smartest candidate" a
woman won the democratic
primary in New York for
lieutenant governor, she
said.
A woman won the primary
for the state legislature in
Florida and in Missouri,
where the ERA hasn’t been
passed, a woman won the
primary in the state

after a mastectomy, much
less throw a football. This
false portrayal of health, she
said, makes other women in
similar situations feel
inariequate.

Medical privacy is another
topic DeCrow expressed
concern for. "I had the
feeling we knew ’Happy’ had
cancer before she did," she
said.

Karen DeCrow
legislature, she noted.
Outraged by the recent
publicity of the mastectomies of Betty Ford and
’Happy’ Rockefeller,
DeCrow asked, "Do the
macholeaders have to play
so macho that even their
wives have to play football
after a breast removal?"
DeCrow said a woman
cannot even lift her arm

Happy silent
Even though it was good to
bring forth the issue of
breast cancer, DeCrow said
she was appalled the way
Rockefeller wheeled Happy
out of the hospital, saying
she felt fine and she was
cheerful. He didn’t let Happy
say anything, DeCrow said.

On a local issue, DeCrow
said she ’politically supports" Inez Garcia, the
woman who was convicted of
second-degree murder in
Monterey for killing the man
she said raped her, but
added that she ( DeCrow
could not, as a lawyer,
support Garcia legally
because she has not read the
legal papers.

Mineta urges economic action
"There’s got to be a very
aggressive, active, multifacted program on the part
of the executive branch to
handle the current economic

situation because right now
we’ve got both inflation and
recession at the same time,"
said Mayor Norman Mineta,
Democratic candidate for

Rocky reveals
details of loans
WASHINGTON (AP) Vice President designate
Nelson A. Rockefeller said
yesterday he has made loans
of $507,656 to personal
friends, business associates
or relatives over the past 17
years.
Rockefeller disclosed the
information in letters to
Chairman
Howard
W.
Cannon, D-Nev., of the
Senate Rules Committee and
Chairman Peter W. Boding,
0-N.J., of the House
Judidicary Committee.
The committee chairmen
had requested a listing of
Rockefeller’s loans between
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1957 and 1967 but Rockefeller
said he was including all
loans made from 1957
through Oct. 1, 1974.
"Virtually all of these
loans were made to close
personal friends, associates
or members of my family,"
Rockefeller said.
The largest loan to any
individual was to Robert
Anderson, who served as
secretary of the Treasury
during the Eisenhower
administration and who was
described by Rockefeller as
a long-time friend.
According to the threepage list, Anderson received
a $60,000 loan Jan. 2, 1957 and
another $24,000 on April 1,
1957. Both loans were repaid
in full June 6, 1957, nearly
two months before Anderson
became Treasury secretary.
Of the $507,656, all but
$137,733 has been repaid.
Most of the money due
Rockefeller is on loans made
since 1968.
In addition to his loans and
$2 million in gifts to various
individuals, Rockefeller also
disclosed earlier this month
figts of nearly $25 million to
charitable educational and
art instituions during the last
17 years.

the 13th Congressional
District.
Mineta spoke Saturday to
students in Dr. Peter
Grothe’s Extension Services
"Post -Watergate
class,
Politics and the 1974 Elections."
"Some of this action has to
involve anti-trust laws,"
Mineta said. "There hasn’t
been enforcement of antitrust laws since President
Roosevelt."
Mineta suggested lower
taxes ond a balanced budget
as partial solutions to
today’s economic problems.
"Taxes put the heat on
moderate and middle income Americans," Mineta
said.

Mineta said money should
be spent on finding alternatives to using petroleum.
"Did you know that less
than two years ago oil was
$4.65 a barrel? Now it’s
$11.50 a barrel," he told the
students.
The
mayor
said
challengers in a political
campaign should be able to
spend more money for their
campaigns than incumbents.
"The problem I see,"
Mineta said, referring to his
campaign, "is that I have to
spend 30 to 40 per cent of my
time trying to raise funds.
I’d rather learn more about
the issues than try to get
funds," he said.

SAN JOSE STATE
IS FOR THE BIRDS
(PSA Grinningbirds).
NftilWor’’

By Sue MeKisson
This year 231 crimes have
been reported at SJSU
campus.
Last year within the same
period, 122 crimes were
Ernest
said
reported,
Quinton, chief of the
University Police.
"We live in a decaying
urban area," Quinton stated
in response to the increased
crime rate on campus this
year.
For this reason, the need
for awareness of the dangers
to women on campus
prompted the Support Staff
Council, the University
Police and the San Jose
Police Department to put on
a program last week concerning personal safety.
Richard Reyes, SJPD
crime prevention officer,
explained preparation and

awareness are important
factors in crime prevention.
Because the crime rate is
spiraling, we need more
involvement and more
awareness, he said.
In the first quarter of this
year, there were 138 rapes
reported in this city, he
noted. In the same period
last year, there were 46.
Quinton pointed out there
was a 62 per cent increase in
felonies this year over last
year on campus.
This campus atmosphere
draws the criminals, Quinton
added.
"Students are so abosrbed
in their studies that they’re
not paying attention to what
may be going on around
them," he noted. "And if the
crimes aren’t reported to us,
then we can’t do anything
about them."

Campus briefs
Three documentaries
dealing with various aspects
of the Vietnam War will be
shown tonight at 7 in Morris
Dailey Auditorium.
The free showing is cosponsored by New College
and A.S. students.
e
George Milias and Norman Mineta, candidates for
district
the
13th
congressional seat will
debate U.S. Foreign policy
tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. at the
San Jose Main Library
Community Room, 180 W.
San Carlos St.
e
All SJSU students with a
GPA of 3.0 or above in any of
the Social Science fields are
invited to join a new honor
society, Delta Tau Kappa,
Shirley
to
according
publicity
Twersky,
secretary.
The group will hold their
initiation meeting tomorrow
at 4 p.m. in the S.U.
Costanoan Room.
Guest speaker will be San
Jose mayor Norman Mineta
who will talk on communitycampus involvment.
Admission is free to
students, faculty and the
gneral public.
e
The Center for Asian
Studies is planning a series
of academic and cultural
programs centering around
the countries of China,
Japan, India and Southeast
Asia.
The center’s plans include
seminars, guest speakers
and art shows.
The next CAS meeting will

be Friday at 2:30 p.m. in ED
312.
students inForeign
terested in playing soccer
should contact the InterCultural Steering Committee
by this Thursday, according
to committee member Lea
Vlastelica.
She said she can be
reached by calling 292-6088.
et),
California Women in
Higher Education will hold a
general
membership
meeting Wednesday at noon
in the S.U. Almaden Room in
the Student Union.
Guest speaker will be
Stephen Faustina, SJSU
Affirmative Action coordinator.
The public is invited.
A forum on Ethnic Pride
will be held today at 12:30
p.m. in the S.U. Umunhum
Room.
The forum is sponsored by
SCALE and Associated
Students Program Commission.
"Our purpose is to help
people who are confused
about being single to find
direction in their lives,"
explained Sherman Moore,
SJSU student working in the
Peer Drop-in Center.
"Newly Single Workshop"
is the name of the project
three students are coordinating for their Peer Dropin class.
The workshop will be held
every Tuesday in November
beginning Nov. Sat 7:30 p.m.
for single people who would
like to share experiences

Richard Reyes
Quinton stressed that
many crimes are not being
reported and that everyone
should always report all
crimes.
Speaking to about 250
women, Quinton said women
have one built-in defense
vocal chords. "When you are
ever concerned, scream," he
said.
Quinton said the university
police will escort women to
their cars if they are ever
afraid, day or night.
For personal security,
Reyes recommended to have
the key to the car door
readily available before
getting in and then lock the
car and drive away soon.
For residential security,
Reyes suggested to pull
shades when undressing so
as not to invite "peeping
toms."
Reyes also displayed

adquate locking devices for
doors at home. He said a
"dead bolt" system should
have a latch throw of at least
one inch.
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Environmental
studies changes
The
Environmental
Studies Department has
changed, according to some
students in the program. The
department, in its fourth
year on campus, has been
accused of being more rigid
and structured in its policies
than before.
"It was not your typical
department when it first
began," said Linda Sisk,
director of the Environmental Information Center
and former student in the
department.
"There was a chance for
feedback, but somehow
things got short-circuited,"
she said.
Donald Anthrop, chairman
of the department, agrees
that there have been some
changes.
He said that many of the
changes are due to a
’’greater ernpahsis on job
placement and the increase
in enrollment
in
the
department.’’
Kristin
Clark,
environmental studies senior,
said she thinks the reason for
the structuring is the increase in the number of
students in the department.

Chavez OK
after week
in hospital
United Farm Workers
leader Cesar Chavez was
released from O’Connor
hospital Friday where he
was undergoing treatment
for acute back pain.
The 46 -year -old labor
leader was released after his
doctor reported that he was
"feeling a great deal better," said Michael Maurer,
information officer at the
hospital.
Chavez was admitted on
Oct. 18 with back pains
which his physician, Dr.
Jerome Lackner, said were a
life-long problem resulting
front use of the short handled hoe. He also was
hospitalized for the same
reason last November.
Chavez was placed in
intermittent pelvic traction,
’underwent physical therapy
and got lots of rest during his
week-long stay. Maurer said.

"We do, however, have
more input than was formerly believed by many of
the students," Clark said.
Last year Environmental
studies students elected
representatives to take part
in faculty meetings to
provide student input into
decision -mdepartmental
aking.
"Many students don’t even
know that they have
representatives they can
approach," said Clark.
The main purpose of the
representatives was to make
sure that students have
knowledge of departmental
decisions as well as having
the ability to have a more
formal input than before, she
added.
The structured policy of
the department has caused
some student concern.
Some students however,
believe that the changes
have been for the better.
"Sure there have been
some changes in the
department," said John
Fenton, environmental
studies junior, "but most of
them have been for the
better. I feel that I have a lot
to say in what happens in this
place."
The only real problem the
department faces, according
to Clark, is the awareness of
student representatives.
"As long as students
become aware of what is
happening and what they can
do to provide input, this
department will remain
open."

Prof lambastes water district
over disputed canal project

k

SJSU professor George
Sicular was among the
persons who attacked the
Santa Clara Valley Water
District (SCVWD) last week
during a debate concerning
the San Felipe Project.
While Robert Palmer, a
private water consultant,
accused the district of
creating the shortage,
Sicular, a civil engineering
blamed the
professor,
district to not exploring "all
the alternatives" in solving
the area’s "upcoming water
problems."
Palmer, taking exerpts
from his doctorate thesis
concerning the Santa Clara
Valley and its water
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Bunzel’s book on display in store

Bunzel’s articles
selling ’modestly’
Only three of 15 copies in
stock of a book which includes articles by SJSU
President John H. Bunzel
have been sold after three
weeks on display in the
Spartan Bookstore, according to a bookstore
representative.

Home Ec staffer
buried out at sea
A military burial at sea was held last week for Margaret
White who had served as a technical assistant in the Home
Economics Department since 1966.
White died on Saturday, Oct. 19, following a stroke. She was
57 years old.
A native of Hilo, Hawaii, White had lived in the Santa Clara
Valley 50 years.
White’s husband, William White, is a former USN chief
petty officer.
A donation was made by the Home Economics Department,
if anyone wishes to make an individual donation it should be
made payable to: Premature Research Center, Stanford
Hospital, Stanford, Calif.
According to her daughters the donations will be used to
purchase an isolette ( an incubator for premature infants)
with a plaque bearing White’s name.

Ed
Ludwig,
Spartan
Bookstore general manager,
described the book as having
had "modest sales."
"The Idea of a Modern
University’," which deals
with the future direction of
education, is in a special
display across from the
check-out stands in the
bookstore.

Also on display with "The
Modern
the
of
Idea
University" is Bunzel’s
book, "Anti -politics in
America," which according
to Ludwig, is kept in stock
with the works of other
campus writers.
He said copies are sold
periodically. Since it has
been in the special display, it
has been selling about as
well as "The Idea of the
Modern University’," he
said.

Smoky exhausts a citation risk
By Benny Lott
SJSU students who drive
cars giving off visible
emissions run the risk of
being stopped and issued a
mechanical defect citation
by the Pollution Patrol.
The orange and white
automobiles, now patrolling
the roads and freeways
around the campus, are part
of the Bay Area Air Pollution
Control District BAACD)
Vehicle Patrol section.
There are three units of
pollution patrol working the
San Jose area. Their beats
cover the area from Highway 17 south to the county
line, according to Tom Bell,
Air
Pollution
Patrol
supervisor.
"Pollution Patrol has been
quite effective," said Tom
Bell, supervisor of the
vehicle
patrol
units
operating in the San Jose
area.
The vehicles are equipped
with red lights and sirens
and are plainly marked "Air
Pollution Patrol."
Vehicle inspectors wear
uniforms consisting of blue
blazers and grey slacks. The
inspectors are selected for
their ability to relate effectively to the public. Many
of the inspectors have
backgrounds in law enforcement, said Bell.
Vehicle patrol inspectors
are trained in proper

citations to drivers of
vehicles giving off excessive
visible emissions," said Bell.
According to Bell, commercial trucks and buses
violating pollution laws have
been very cooperative in
correcting the problem.
BAAPCD has been able to
follow through on bus and
truck violations, contacting
the companies those vehicles
belong to and talking to those
responsible for keeping the
vehicles maintained, said
Bell.
Privately
owned
automobiles are more difficult to follow up on, Bell
said.
However, most of the
citations that have been
issued to private owners
have been cleared, he said.
The Pollution patrol issues
citations to drivers of
vehicles emitting excessive
smoke. The citations are
notices to appear in court
Joaquin Villages
and may require the driver
to present proof of correction
Pollution patrolman Jim Guthrie
to the traffic court and
possibly pay a fine.
Fines may vary depending
procedures for patroling and any other police agency," on the policy of the court.
stopping vehicles and safe said Jim Guthrie, air Failure to correct the
driving techniques. Each pollution patrol oficer.
emission problems may
inspector
works
inAccording to Guthrie, result in further actions by
dependently.
Santa Clara County has a the court, according to Bell.
"As far as the section of large number of vehicles
The vehicle patrol is not
the vehicle code we are to that do not meet air pollution authorized to issue any other
enforce, we operate, we patrol standards.
type of citation except smoke
operate much the same as
"We have issued over 5,000 emission violations.

problems, charged the more in demand than before.
SCVWD with creating the
According to Gill’s figures,
water crisis through "ar- the Santa Clara Valley would
miscalculations." need 150,000 more acre-feet
thrnatic
"The district has created of water by the year 2020.
The now -existing South
the urgency for more water
Hetch-Hetchy
and it just isn’t true," Bayand
argued.
Palmer
Aqueducts would provide
some of the needed water,
Debatable issue
"It’s a very debatable according to Gill, but not
issue but there’s no doubt enough.
about it, we definitely need
San Felipe, the 10-mile
San Felipe to supply the water passage from the San
valley with badly needed Luis Resevoir to the Santa
water in the future," said Clara Valley, is the solution,
Dave Gill, advance planning according to Gill.
chief for the SCVWD.
Fiscal burden
Gill explained that with the
But Palmer argued that
influx of people and industry San Felipe is unnecessarily
into the valley since World burdensome, saying the
War II, water has become district payed $55 an acre-

Local teachers examine
school funding process
An introductory course in
school law and finances
could study theory only but
Keith Cakebread’s
Education 222 class is
real
some
examining
problems, mainly because
the graduate class is made
up of working teachers.
The teachers are worried
about their future in the
profession and the current
stagnation of their salaries.
Instead of groaning about
problems
pay
recent
Reagan
Gov.
because
refused to approve SB 1592,
the Dills Bill, they were
more concerned about school
district funding over the next
few years.
District broke
"Our district went broke 12
years ago," said Pat Hill,
elementary teacher in Mt.
Pleasant school district and
a member of the class.
"Next year we have a
chance to go bankrupt for a
second time."
"The Dills Bill had a very
definite effect on us," Hill
said. She now teaches six
classes and predicts larger
class sizes because voter
rejection of recent bond
elections precludes hiring
larger staffs.
A property tax increase
proposal will be included on
the Nov. 5 general election
ballot to raise school revenue
with bonds in four San Jose
districts.
To fill a revenue gap
predicted next year due to
the SB 1592 veto, San Jose
Unified, Mt.
Pleasant,
Franklin McKinley and
Evergreen school districts
will ask voters for the increase.
Dills bill
SB 1592 was a $4.5 million
proposal, By Sen. Ralph
Dills, D-Gardena, created to
give irnproverished school
districts a one-time funding
boost to combat rising inflationary costs and standard of living increases in
salaries.
"We never counted on it,"
said Pat Hughes, higher
education student and dean
of girls at Los Gatos High
School and studenbin the
Education 222 class.

"Our teachers have had a
really good increase in the
last five years, she said. "We
had salaries hiked 2.5 per
cent last year but it has not
kept pace with the cost of
superinliving,"
area
tendents say.
The largest portion of
school budgets are allocated
for teacher’s salaries and
past legislative steps have
not kept pace with the rising
standard of living index,
critics charge.
"There’s
a
feeling
in education that a teacher
who makes $20,000 or more
means that something is
drastically wrong," Hughes
said.
Lobbyist questioned
Concern was voiced when
a guest speaker, Mike Dillon,
a professional lobbyist from
Sacramento, appeared in
class last Wednesday’ and
was deluged with questions
about the Dills Bill and
future attempts to raise
district funding.
Cakebread, a part-time
education instructor, is also
superintendent for business
at Alum Rock School
District. He said he was not
very concerned about the
Dills’ Bill failure because it
was only a one-shot boost for
salaries.
"We’re going to make it
because our salaries were
raised by seven per cent this
year," said Cakebread.
However, he said service
positions at the Alum Rock

District included eight to
students
full-time
ten
working as custodians that
could be laid -off during slack
funding periods.
Future employes and
teachers will be directly
effected with present funding deficits, Cakebread
warned, because financial
woes coupled with shrinking
enrollments present a bleak
hiring picture.
Existing legislation allows
for three to six per cent inflation increases but costs
have climbed 10 to 15 per
cent, according to Terry
assistant
McHenry,
superintendent for business
in the Santa Clara County
office of Education.
McHenry said nine school
districts in the county will
revenue
limit
sponsor
elections, a new type bond
created through monetary
limits set by SB 90, the school
anti-inflation
district
measure.
During the last election,
only’ one of 11 school bonds
was successful in this
county.
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foot for water and is selling it
to the people of the city for
$35 an acre foot.
The extra money, according to Palmer, is coining
out of the citizens’ property
tax.
Sicular,
meanwhile,
criticized Santa
Clara
County for not looking at all
the alternatives.
"We could get an extra
60,000 foot acres directly’
from sources now available
to us," Sicular claimed.
According to the SJSU
prof, half of that amount
could be collected in valley
resevoirs while the other half
could be stored in the South
Bay Aqueduct.
Opposition voiced
But Sicular’s suggestion
met with strong opposition
from Robert Sapp, director
of the Santa Clara Water
District 3, who claimed that
all the other alternatives Ito
San Felipe) had been
examined.
-We even explored the
possibilities
of
water
reclamation," Sapp said,
"but for our immediate
needs, San Felipe seems to
be the only viable alternative
in sight."
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Women’s group fights bias

Cranston urges
signing of GI bill
By Joel Konopken
Sen. Alan Cranston, DCalif., uged President Ford
to sign the GI benefits bill
which has been passed by
both houses of Congress.
Ala Saturday night press
conference, Cranston also
said he supports "some"
aspects of President Ford’s
economic plan while opposing others.
His opponent in next
week’s election is State
Sen. H. L. Richardson, RArcadia.
Calling the GI bill a
"must for veterans,"
Cranston
condemned
President Ford’s claim
that the bill would be inflationary.
"He is telling the
veterans," said Cranston,
"That because they fought
in a war that proved to be
inflationary, they can’t get
the benefits they have
coming because they are
inflationary."
The bill calls for a 23 per
cent increase in benefits
retroactive to Sept. 1, an
extra $600 a year for needy
veterans and an extension
from four to five years the
amount of time a veteran

can use his benefits to get
through college.
the
said
Cranston
President has expressed
concern about the cost of
that extra year and may
veto the bill. He added that
the bill has not been sent to
the President and will not
re be until Congress
adjourns Nov. 18.
This, he said, will allow
Congress an opportunity to
override a Presidential
veto.
Thurzday Rep, Paul
McCloskey, R-Calif., said
he felt Congress would
override such a veto.
Cranston said he has
tried to persuade the
President not to veto the
bill and said he believes he
is succeeding.
He quoted the President
as saying, "I don’t think
my own kids are going to
get through college in four
years."
the
Concerning
President’s 12 -point
economic plan, Cranston
said he opposes the 5 per
cent income tax surcharge
"as presently proposed."
The President’s plan
calls for the surcharge to

Jeep Johnson

Senator Alan Cranston
be applied to individuals
earning over $7,500 per
year and to families earning over $15,000 per year.
Cranston said he feels
that method of taxation is
regressive.
Cranston said he would
like to see a minimum
income tax to alleviate a

situation in which "there
were 402 persons last year
who earned over a million
dollars but paid no income
tax."
Cranston’s remarks were
made just before his appearance at a PO-a -plate
campaign dinner in his
honor at Rickey’s Hyatt
House in Palo Alto.

Helpful hints W students

Stay healthy, eat cheaply
By Sally Racaneill
Economists say that old
people living on a fixed income are feeling inflation
the most, but students living
on a fixed imcome are
feeling it also.
The Home Economics
Department at SJSU and the
U.S.
Department
of
Agriculture are concerned
with how the student can get
the most nutrition for the
least amount of money.
Planned meals
"Never
go
grocery
when
you’re
shopping
hungry," said Dr. Sue
Greninger who teaches
Family and the American
Economy at SJSU.
"And plan your meals for
the week, on paper, Use a
larger cut of meat for
several meals, fixing it in
different ways," she said.
"One of our concerns is the
number of students who are
becoming vegetarians in
order to make ends meet,"
said Vauden Nelson of the
Home Economics Department.
teaches
Nelson
Management of Family
Resources and Consumer
and the Market. "You must
have a good knowledge of
nutrition to maintain a
balanced
diet
as
a
vegetarian," she said.
Vegetarian diets
"The Summer of 1974 issue
of "Family Economics
Review," published by the
department
agriculture
covered this area," Nelson
said.
The publication lists three
kinds of vegetarian diets:
pure or strict
A
vegetarian diet. This diet
excludes all foods of animal
originmeat, poultry, fish,
eggs and dairy products such
as mild, milk, cheese and ice
cream.
ovo-lacto-vegetaAn
rian diet, this diet includes
eggs and dairy products, but
excludes meat, poultry and
fish.
A lacto-vegetarian diet.
This diet includes dairy
products, but excludes meat,
poultry, fish and eggs.
Some vegetarian diets,
according to the government
publication, for instance the
higher levels of the Zen
are
diet,
macrobiotic
dangerous, because food
selection is so restrictive
that the diet becomes
severely inadequate in
nutrients.
Others particularly if they
contain foods of animal
origin, such as milk, other
dairy products and eggs, can
be nutritionally acceptalbe.
Food groups
The government suggests
that foods be selected daily
from the following groups:
dry beans, dry peas, lentils,
nuts and nutlike seeds;
whole grain and enriched
cereals;
and
breads
vegetables and and enriched

breads
and
cereals;
vegetables and fruits; milk
and milk products and eggs.
"Animal origin foods are
more concentrated sources
of energy and certain
nutrients than are foods of
vegetable origin. If the diet
is void of the animal foods, a
larger quantity of food is
needed to replace them,"
according to Nelson.
A recommendation from
of
the
Department
Agriculture is to combine a
small amount of animal
protein with cereal and
vegetable proteins, for instance cereal with milk or
macaroni with cheese.
Another suggestion for the
vegetarian is to combine
foods of vegetable origin to
improve protein quality.
Knowing how to do this takes
special knowledge if only a
few foods are eaten. A rough
guide to follow is to combine
legumes (anything that
grows in a pod) and cereals,
such as beans with corn,
beans with rice and peanuts
with wheat.
These food combinations
do not need to be prepared
together and eaten as a
mixture but they do need to
be eaten at the same meal.
Frozen v.s. prepared
"The fozen plate dinners
and the prepared canned
meals may be a convenience
but they cost a lot more,"
siad Greninger.
The
Department
of
Agriculture reports that a
frozen fried-chicken dinner
costs 20 per cent more for the
breast and leg selection and
55 per cent more for the wing
and back plate, compared to
the home prepared meal
using the same foods. A
frozen meat loaf dinner costs
69 per cent more than one
made at home.
"Canned stew is much
more costly than making a
stew," Greninger said. "If
enough stew can be made for
more than one meal the
savings is even greater."
An item that is often
depended on by the budget
watcher is hamberger.
"The amount of protein a
pound of ground beef is
determined by the amount of
lean that it contains," said
Dr. Rose Tseng, who teaches
nutrition at SJSU. ,
The Winter 1974 DepartAgriculture
ment
of
publication discusses the
cost of "lean" in ground
beef. ,
Many people buy "lean" or
’ extra lean" ground beef
thinking that they get a
better buy in lean meat and
protein, according to the
government.
"However, the price that
you pay for "lean" and
"extra lean" is higher than
the price you pay for
"regular" usually so much
higher that
"regular"
ground beef gives gives you
more lean, and therefore

more protein for you
money," they said.
Compare costs
You can compare the cost
of lean in ground beef by
asking the butcher what the
per cent of lean is in the
different types of ground
beef he offers. Then divide
the price per pound of each
type by the per cent of lean it
contains.
The agriculture department explains that there are
regulations covering the
preparation of beef that is
ground and packaged in a
Federal or State inspected
plant. A product labeled as
"ground beef’ must be
ground beef with no extra
fat, water, extenders or
binders added. Seasonings
may be added, as long as
they are identified on the
label.
"Hamburger" is ground
beef to which seasonings and
pieces of beef fat may be
added while the meat is
being ground. No added
water, extenders or binders
are permitted. All ground
beef MUST contain a
minumurn of 70 per cent lean
meat per pound of ground
meat.
"Chicken is still one of the
best buys at your meat
counter," according to the
government
publicatioall
not
n."However,
packages of chicken are
equally good buys."
Often it is actually more
economical to buy the chicken parts; breasts, thighs,
drumsticks wings seperately
at a higher cost. The amount
of meat is greater than on
the lower priced whole
chicken.
Health foods
"Be careful in the buying
of health foods," warns
Greninger, citing a recent

finding of the Department of
Agriculture.
A basket of 29 standard
food items purchased in a
supermarket cost $11. The
same 29 items labeled
"organic" cost $20.30 in the
supermarket organic food
section. In a health store the
same items cost $21.90 and
cost $17.80 in a natural food
store.
One way to cut bread costs
is to shop at the day old
bread outlets. There are two
such outlets near campus,
Dolly Madison and Contenential Bakery.
Another store, Samardoff’s, at 2029 Old Middlefield Road in Mountain
slightly
View
offers
damaged merchandise
(groceries) at lower than
shelf prices. Everything,
with the exception of ice
cream cones, looks just the
same inside the damaged
box or can.
sell
Local canneries
dented cans of fruit and
vegetables at much lower
prices. However, a case of 24
must be purchased.
"One sure way to save
money," said Greninger, "is
to stop buying snack foods. A
lot of money that could be
spent on nourishing foods is
wasted on small, expensive
items for nibbling."
Related article on page 1.

By Carolynne Born
When over 200 women
stormed the Santa Clara
County Board of Supervisors
chambers a year ago, the
five men had no choice but to
approve
the
proposed
Commission on the Status of
Women (CSW).
To have done otherwise
would have been "to commit
political suicide," said Rina
Rosenberg, director of the
CSW.
Rosenberg
spoke
to
students
in
Ellen
Boneparth’s, Women in
Politics class Friday.
The commission is the only
one in California with an
ordinance and on operating
budget, said Rosenberg.
The ordinance, which
established the CSW states
the commission is "to
eliminate discrimination in
housing,
employment,
education, credit, legal
status and in the media,"
said Rosenberg.
Educated people
"We are also supposed to
eliminate prejudice," she
continued. But the best the
commission can do, she said,
is "td try to educate people to
be more tolerant."
CSW’s education committee will soon
set
hearings throughout the
county, Rosenberg said, to
hear people’s concerns.
"We want to hear facts as
to why women and girls are
discriminated against,"
Rosenberg said.
One of the things the
committee will study is
elementary level textbooks.
State approved beginning
readers currently outline
girls and boys in stereotyped
roled, Rosenberg said.
There is also a committee
to deal with discrimination
in employment.
Rosenberg discussed a
recent example of that
committee’s work. A woman
working as a secretary for a
local firm, first had a
supervisor who made sexist
remarks towards her. He
was transferred, but her
next superivosr made racist
remarks.
"At that point she came to
us and we spoke to the people
at her company," Rosenberg
The result was
said.
workshop for all the company’s employes detailing
prejudict.
The committee on credit is
investigating
currently
loan
and
savings
associations to determine
which ones discriminate
against giving loans to
wimen.

Apart tron the commission,
Rosenberg
is
currently
working
to
establish a women’s center
in the county. She hopes to
locate a branch of the
women’s credit union at the
center.
The
Women’s
Representation Committee
is concerned with how
women are portrayed to the
public.
Advertising unacceptable
The committee recently
reviewed the advertising
package for the Santa Clara
Transit
Rapid
County
District, Rosenberg stated,
finding some of it unacceptable.
The committee requested
to the Board of Supervisors
that they be given a chance
to see the proposed campaign after hearing it was
racist and sexist, said
Rosenberg.
A one -minute musical
commerical costing $10,000
to produce was thrown out
after CSW and NOW
reviewed it, said Rosenberg.
"Another ad, typical of the
things found in textbooks,
with boy holding a football
and the girl a doll, was
thrown out, too," she said.
The CSW also managed to
convince the Board of
Supervisors to discontinue
using a consultant firm
which was male and white,
she continued. "The board is
now looking for another
firm," Rosenberg stated.

Rosenberg has only been
on the commission for about
two months, she said, but
displayed a scrapbook of
news articles which told the
commission’s short history.
Questionalre prepared
A task force prepared a
questionnaire last year to
find out women’s opinions on
how they viewed their status
in the job market, their need
for career guidance, community child care, better
medical care for women, and
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credit, said Rosenberg.
The commission was
approved unanimously by
tye Board of Supervisors in
November 1973, and the
teneants for the comrnision’s
operation were finalized in
December

For information contact Continuing Education,
JC 136, Phone 277-2182
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Secondhalfflop flattens gridders
By Steve Lopez
a
STOCKTONFor
football coach, most any loss
is difficult to take.
But for SJSU head coach
Darryl Rogers, Saturday’s
29-27 loss to the University of
Pacific Tigers was about as
difficult to digest as a
football.
The Spartans played in the
first half as if the Tigers
were kittens. SJSU rolled up
364 yards by the inte ’mission.
Spartan quarterback
Craig Kimball was having a
field day. The senior signal
caller connected on 12 of 17
passes, including three
touchdownsone a 74-yard
bomb to Maurice Hill.
SJSU led 24-6 at the half,
rather
it
was
and
questionable if the Tigers
would come back out for the
second half.
Tigers trounce
They came out. And their
barely audible meow turned
into a deafening roar that
smothered the Spartans in
humiliating defeat.
The scoreboard tells a sad story
The Spartan defense
dejection, the extremely the ground, his hands cupped
collapsed and the offense
which had the ball .anly depressed Rogers searched around his face.
"I’m sick," he said.
brieflysputtered. It’s for words and explanations.
"I am actually sick.
Rogers laments
known in sports as a shift in
"This loss really, really There’s just no way things
momentum.
The hometown crowd had breaks me up," the visibly like that can occur."
They certainly did occur.
a shift in spirits and loudly shaken Rogers said.
"Iii knew what was going It’s beginning to appear as if
cheered the surprising
wrong out there maybe we it’s a bad omen to get ahead
turnabout.
There were no cheers in wouldn’t have lost the early in the UOPSJSU
the Spartan locker room football game," Rogers said. rivalry.
Last year at Spartan
Rogers sat limp on a
after the game.
Amid the silence of locker room bench staring at Stadium, UOP jumped out to

Henry SalarnY

for the Spartan football team
a commanding 21-0 lead. But
the Spartans stormed back
in dramatic fashion and
earned a 21-21 tie.
Maybe it’s not such a bad
idea to get behind.
"We fixed ’em for last
year," elated UOP coach

Swimmers 3rd,
break records

SJSU women’s swim coach
Jane Koivisto was hoping for
third place, a couple of new
records and a fun day at the
Northern California Intercollegiate Athletics Conference (NCIAC) Relays at
Stanford Saturday, and she
got almost exactly what she
wanted.
Out of the 12 schools
participating, San Jose tied
for third place with Fresno
State, and set two NCIAC
records.
"I was really pleased,"
said the jubilant Koivisto
after the meet, "I only wish
we could have gotten third
place clear."
U.C. Davis placed first in
the meet with 626 points,
Stanford was second with 474
points, and San Jose and
Fresno scored 280 points
each.
In the 200 and 400-yard
freestyle relays, San Jose
won first place and set two
new NCIAC records.
The 200 yard freestyle
Patti
of
relay
team
Joaquin Vinson
Jorgensen, Laura Fritz,
Hockey players battling Chico State
Lynn Vidali and Martha
Shook broke the old record
by 1.6 seconds to set a new
time of 1:43.2 (one minute, 43
and two-tenths seconds).
The old record for the 400
yard freestyle relay was
broken by 10.5 seconds by the
team of Vidali, Fritz,
Jorgensen
and
Clare
Shemeta. Their new record
Short one player for nearly San Jose led 1-0 with a goal unsure for some time is 3:45.2.
half of the game up north scored by Debbie Adams.
whether Gorospe could
In the 400-yard medley
At the beginning of the continue the game.
Saturday, SJSU’s varsity
relay, the team of Vidali,
women’s field hockey team second half,
Madeline
Jorgensen, Fritz and Linda
Finally, the Chico coach
lost to Chico State, 3-2. The Gorospe suffered an allergic
Robbins lost to Davis by
agreed to a substitution. By
junior varsity defeated reaction to the grass the
2 10 of a second to win
then the score was 3-2,
Chico, 3-1.
game was being played on
second place with a time of
Chico’s favor.
"It was a heart -breaking and left the field.
4:10.5. The old record of
loss for the (varsity ) team,"
The legality of substituting
The second Spartan goal, 4:19.0 was also broken by
said coach Leta Wlater. a player for Gorospe was which
Walter
termed Stanford, the third place
"They played as well as or uncertain for some time, "fantastic," was made by winner.
better than in any other said Walter, as the hockey Carol Jessing as she dodged
All three of SJSU’s recordmatch this season."
rules allow substitution of Chico players at least half breaking
relay
teams
Walter explained that she players only in the case of the length of the 100-yard qualified for the nationals.
made a coaching error in the injury. Nothing is said in the field without assistance.
In other events, the 200
game by not sending in rules about illness.
another player sooner when
Since there also are no
one player became ill.
time outs in field hockey, the
After dominating, or Spartans continued the game
possessing the ball, for most with 10 players against
of the first half of the game, Chico’s 11 and with Walter
And the mellowest place
of all is BAY MEADOWS
in San Mateo where you
can enjoy thoroughbred
’4)
racing for only $1 with
The SJSU women’s volleyball teams captured their third
our student discount
straight wins of the season Thursday by beating the
coupon. Watching
University of Santa Clara.
1974-84
1
exciting horse races
The "A" team scored 15-5 and 15-4, winning the match
MEAttows ga
against the Santa Clara Broncos in two straight games.
1.1, on a brisk fall day
P.O. Box 5050
Even so, head coach Jane Ward is not satisfied with the A ;is what it’s all
’Sin Mateo, ca it
team. "We have a long way to go to perfecting the game," *about.
Discount -Mir
’
i
she said.
IThis card will admit one
The Spartan B’s won the match against the Bronco B’s also !So step out of the
student upon payment of
Ivory Tower and
without a third game, scoring 15-7 and 15-2.
San Mateo city tax- 25#enjoy an afternoon
service charge-75t-total.
"The lluence of our game is improving," said assistant
$1.0o ,
MEADOWS.
BAY
at
r,
volleyball coach Marti Brugler of the B’s, "but we have a
Current Student 1.0. will
Tuesday
through
long way to go."
requested for admittance. flood one day only.
Saturday, post time is
Both SJSU volleyball teams defeated Sonoma State College
Not valid for automobile
Jbe
is 1 p.m. And, you
on Oct. 10 and Hayward State on Oct. 17.
Perking.
only have to be
Saturday the San Jose splicers will host the University of
California Jockey Oub
18 years old.
Nevada in the Physical Education and Recreation GymOct. 11-0.c. 23.
I **************** ***A-sr** *Orarfria-Or
nasium (PER 101) at 10 a.m.

Rulebook drops woman
hockey team in Chico

Autumn is suet’ a
mellow time

Spikers net third win

Chester Caddas bloated after
the game.
"This one was awfully
sweet," Caddas said between handshakes from the
UOP contingency.
"We like to beat San Jose
because it’s a great rivalry.
"Any time you can come

back against a great team
like that it’s just great,"
Caddas said while players
and coaches were being
thrown into the showers in
the whooping Tiger locker
room.
Somber Apartans
Just a few feet away, the
Spartan dressing room scene
was much different. Some
players just sat and stared,
others dressed quickly and
left. And Rogers was wondering if it really was a good
team the Tigers beat.
"I told the kids we’re
playing now like San Jose
teams did before I got here
( which was with similar
results)," Rogers said.
"For some reason we’ve
reverted back to a non-team
concept; to an individual
concept."
"We did everything we
could to win games last year,
but this year I think maybe
it’s the other way around,"
the second -year Spartan
coach said.
UOP safety
One of those one of those
negative things was a rather
weird safety.
With the score 27-21 in the
last quarter, UOP kicked off
deep to the Spartans’ Mike
Hopkins. Hopkins was backpedaling and received the
ball near the two yard line
and continued into the end
zone.
Hopkins, a senior, knelt
down in the end zone,
signalling his intentions for a
touchback. But the referee

signalled his intentions for a
safety after Hopkins was
touched in the end zone.
The ruling states that if the
momentum
receiver’s
carries him into the end
zone, it is a touchback. But if
he enters the end zone
otherwise, it’s a safety.
Rogers unsure
Rogers said after the game
he didn’t know for sure if it
was indeed a safety. What he
did know was that it made
the score 27-23, and gave
UOP the football right back.
The Spartans have had
trouble holding leads many
times this season. The
Spartans led U.C. Berkeley
by two touchdowns and
ended up losing by one point.
They led Stanford and
ended up tying, and they had
to struggle with Long Beach
State
University after
leading, 24-3.

"A lot of people don’t have
the killer instinct," Rogers
said.
Rogers critical
"Everyone was saying
before the season how g’-"td
we were, but I never 86 d
how good we were," Rogers
said.
"We aren’t good right
now," he added.
"I thought we were, but
we’re letting exterior things
defeat us. I’m disappointed
in the players and in myself.
If I can’t motivate the team
better than that, I might as
well become a P.E. coach,"
Rogers said.
Rogers was still having
trouble pulling himself
together about an hour after
the game. One reporter told
Rogers, "It’s a tough way to
earn a living."
Rogers didn’t answer. He
Hiricot need to.

Monster Mash

yard butterfly team of Fritz,
Vidali, Jorgensen and Pat
Higley won third place, and
the 200 yard breaststroke
team of Shemeta, Robbins,
Francie Adams and Sharon
Slocum also won a third.
Slocum, Adams, Shemeta
and Shook teamed up in the
100 yard freestyle relay to
capture a fourth.

DANCE
TOMORROW NIGHT
AT 7:30
Women’s Gym 101
Live Music by

Back Road

DENEV! CAMERA

Your photograph can win
the summer of a lifetime
for you and a friend.
Enter the Minolta Photo Co6Diean for college students.

(4-1;:ork"
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Students
Enter
Now
If photography is a part of your life, it could win the
summer of a lifetime for you and a friend.
Just enter your most important photographs in the
Minolta Photo Competition for college students Choose
from any of the eight picture categories listed in the
entry form
At least 10 pictures will be selected for pubdication in
The Minolta College Gallery, which is a special section
that will appear periodically in College magazine. You
win $100 if your picture is published, and its entered
automatically in the Grand Prize iudging
The Grand Prize winner and a friend get to spend July
and August. 1975 in Europe at Minolta’s expense As
spelled out in the rules and regulations. that includes
round trip air transportat.on from your home city to lust
about anywhere you want to go in Europe. planned with
the help of our travel agent Plus $5.000 to pay for all
lodgings, food, ground transportation and other expenses
And to top it all off, each of you receive a Minolta
SRT 102 35mm reflex camera.
If you think the summer of a lifetime is worth shoot ins for, send us your finest pictures

No
Obligation
OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM
Attach to your picture and mail to the Minolta Photo Con,
petition. P.O. Boo 1817. Blair, Nebraska 68009
Name’
College:
Address

_

Class of

_

City:
State:

Zip:

Picture category (check one only):
0 sPorta 0 still Ides 0 socialcommentary 0 human interest
0 abstracts 0 environment 0 humor
news
Please print all information and put name and address on
print or slide mount. Only one submission per entry form

DINEVI CAMERA
40 South First St San Jose 279-1681 FREE PARKING
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Booters keep rolling

Terrence ing

SJSU’s masked Tony Rosa attempts to steal ball

By Mike Lefkow
Playing true to form, the
SJSU soccer team spotted
the University of Santa Clara
a 1-0 lead before storming
back to edge the Broncos, 21, last Friday night at
Spartan Stadium.
The win improved the
nation’s eighth ranked
Spartans record to 11-1-3 and
moved them back into sole
possesion of first place in the
West Coast Inter-collegiate
Conference ( WCIC ). SJSU
is now 3-0 in WCIC play and
is two points ahead of the
University of California,
which has a 2-0 record and
four points. The two teams
meet next Saturday in an 8
p.m. game at Spartan
Stadium.
Playing football
Santa Clara seemed to
think it was playing football
instead of soccer as they
were hitting the Spartan
players harder than their
football team did in a 47-10
loss to SJSU last September.

Genet 1st; sets record

Runners finally win
By Mike Romito
It’s too bad that SJSU’s
cross country team couldn’t
race Cal Poly of San Luis
Obispo at Hellyer Park
every weekend.
The Spartans, who have
had a tough season thus far,
dominated the distance run,
beating Cal Poly, 21-35.
Marc Genet won the meet
with a course record of 24:49
over the 5.4 mile Hellyer
Park course in San Jose.
The meet was SJSU’s first
and only home meet of the
year, with the locals
dominating the race.
’!We won the meet quite
handily," said coach Don

Riggs, "I’m extremely
pleased with the group."
All
seven
Spartans
finished before Cal Poly’s
first five men finished.
"Genet ran extremely
fast," explained coach
Riggs. "He broke the course
record by almost a minute."
Get’s time of 24:49 beats
last year’s record of 25:37,
held by himself, Dan Gruber
and Richard Walker, all
SJSU runners.
Gruber placed second with
a time of 25:17, and according to Riggs ran very
tough.
March Schilling, SJSU’s
premier miler in track ran

for a no score finish of third.
Bob Ebert placed fifth in
the meet, followed by Rudi
Karuse, Wayne Hurst and
Dan Prows.
"It was most refreshing
the way we were grouped,"
said Riggs. "We ran close
together, and it paid off."
the Spartans had suffered
a 26-29 loss to Cal Poly of San
Luis Obispo earlier this
season, but according to the
coach the team ran much
better as a unit.
"I worked them hard going
into the meet, and it paid
off," said the coach. "I’m
very pleased with the way
they ran against Cal Poly."
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Janet Ealy

Doug Johnson lunges during weekend tourney

SJSU woman nabs 1st at
initial fencing match
By Bonnie Richardson
In a five-school fencing
meet Saturday at SJSU,
members of the Spartan
women’s foil team took first
and seventh place, while
members of the men’s team
placed second and sixth.
lone Robinson won the
final round of fencing
women.
eight
against
Seventh place went to
SJSU’s Beth Nyden, who
started fencing in July.
In the men’s finals, Mike
Green came in second when
he lost his last bout to San
Jose’s Doug Johnson, who
placed sixth. Green would
have won the finals if he had
defeated Johnson.
Better than expected
"We did better than I
expected," said coach
MichaelD’Asaro, who last
week said he didn’t expect
the men to win. D’Asaro also
had said the tournament
would Just be an experience
for the women As none of

them competed in fencing
before.
The meet was attended by
Stanford, U.C. Santa Cruz,
West Valley College, and
Cal-Poly San Luis Obispo.
There was no team
competition because it was a
practice meet, and the
different
had
schools
numbers of fencers.
Altogether there were 16
men and 16 women fencing in
the first round. The best
eight men and eight women
then competed in a final
round.
During the final round, a
consolation round was held
for the other fencers.
Sharon McCann of SJSU
won the consolation round,
placing 9th in the meet.
Laura Motis, who is in the
intermediate rather than the
intercollegiate fencing class
at SJSU, took 10th place.
SJSU’s Tom O’Leary won
the men’s consolation round.
Stanford’s Manny Gross

"They were chopping us on
purpose," said fullback Jim
Fox. "It was uncalled for
and bush league."
The Bronco philosophy for
the evening appeared to be
one of ’get the man, then the
ball,’ and the officials did
little about it. In fact the
Spartans were the ones
called for the major
penalties, one of which
resulted in Santa Clara’s
only goal. That was a ’direct
penalty kick by Mark
Gemelo from the five yard
line, a shot which goalie
Gary St. Clair tried but
failed to prevent.
Fox, who committed the
penalty which Santa Clara
scored on
said,
"He
( Gemelo) fouled me. I have
a lump on the head to prove
it
But Gemelo did the better
job of acting, laying on the
ground holding his leg as if in
great pain. Had he belonged
to the Actors Guild he would
have won an Oscar for sure.
was
When
Gemelo
awarded the kick he jumped
up and had no trouble
banging home the score,
kicking the ball with the
supposedly injured leg.
"There was no way Fox
could have committed that
penalty. He is a good, clean
player and doesn’t commit
that sort of four," said Tony
Rosa.
Menendez upset
Even
coach
Julie
Menendez was upset with the
call and the Broncos rough

The cross country squad
had gone four straight meets
without a victory, but the
Spartans finally turned it
around at home against Cal
Poly.
SJSU’s seven finishers at
Hellyer Park will travel to
Utah for a meet against the
University of Utah in a nonconference race Saturday.
Those runners are Genet,
Gruber, Ebert, Krause,
Hurst, Prows, and Mike
Kasser.
"I was impressed with the
way we ran against Cal Poly,
By Mike Bonilla
but now we’re pointing to
The Spartan water polo
Utah," said Riggs.
team will travel to Stockton
The Utah meet is the last today for a 3 p.m. clash with
warm-up race before the the University of Pacific in a
Pacific
Coast Athletic Pacific
Coast Athletic
Association
( PCAA) Association ( PCAA) contest.
championships in Fresno.
The locals downed the
"We’ve had a tough time University of Pacific (UOP),
against schools like Stanford 4-3,
in
the
Northern
and Cal ( U.C. Berkeley) California Invitational polo
because they’re practicing tournament earlier this
for the meet," said Riggs. year.
"We’re practicing through
SJSU is 2-1 in the PCAA
the meets to make a good and 7-7 overall after splitting
showing at the conference two games this weekend.
championship."
"We’ve been practicing
Second straight
awful hard over the last few
The Spartan water polo
weeks, and I was extremely team won its second straight
pleased with the way the PCAA game over Fresno
group ran together and won State Saturday, but suffered
the meet."
a non -conference tilt to U.C.
Berkeley on Friday.
SJSU dropped a 12-6
decision to undefeated U.C.
Berkeley (Cal) at Berkeley
Friday,
but
made
a
comeback Saturday against
Fresno State blasting them
Sports reporter Mike 12-5 in a PCAA contest.
Cal dominated most of the
Lefkow cornpleted his three
week climb from last place game, but the Spartans were
to first, predicting 11 of 15 able to score six goals
college and professional against the highly rated
last defending NCAA champions.
correctly
games

rravici Towne

Ken Davis (No. 8) is outjumped
tactics, and Menendez is not
easily upset.
"Santa Clara was rough,"
he said. "But our guys held
together. I told them at
halftime to not get emotional
and resort to their (Santa
Clara’s) tactics."
"All the major penalties
were called against us. They
had three direct penalty
kicks, which is more than

are usually called in a year,"
said
Menendez,
exagerrating just slightly.
The other two direct
penalty kicks he was
referring to were called in
the last two minutes of play
in the junior varsity game
between the Spartans and
Broncos, played before the
main event.
The two calls broke a 0-0

Poloists invade UOP
after splitting pair

Lefkow
storms
into first

Following the varsity tilt
was a contest between the
SJSU and Cal junior varsity
teams, ending in a close 7-6
victory for Cal.
But the loss to U.C.
Berkeley didn’t seem to
offset the Spartans plans for
Fresno State.
SJSU emptied the bench,
with everybody and his
brother scoring a gcal for the
Spartans.
Poloists score
The local poloists took a 4-0
first quarter lead and increased it to 8-2 at halftime.
The Spartans outscored
Fresno State 4-3 in the last
two quarters to nail down the
win.
"We finally played as a
unit," said Monsees. "I
expected they’d Fresno
State) be sti Linger, but we
dominated the scoring from
the start."
Leading scorer for the
Spartans was Rider with
three goals. Chipping in one

weekend in the Spartan
Daily ’Pigskin Picks.’

Intramural
basketball
meetings

Lefkow, who was in second
place last week, nudged
ahead of former leader Mike
Romito, who was 9-6 last
week. Romito dropped into a
second place tie with Steve
Lopez. Lefkow has a 65-37
record while Lopez and
Romito are 64-48.
Sports Editor Blaise
Castren
continued
to
flounder in fourth place,
picking 10 of 15 games
correctly. Castren has a
record of 62-40.

won the men’s finals.
The SJSU epee fencing
team will compete in a
qualifying meet Saturday at
Bonnie Richardson 61-41
Stanford, starting 8 a.m.
Only men fence epee, in picked 11 games correctly,
which the target area is the tieing her with Lefkow for
whole body rather than only the weeks most accurate
prophesizing.
the torso aa in foil.
University of California Davis Extension presents
TAKING PROFESSION EXAMS:
LSAT
.Review Law School Admissions Test
.Test taking strategies
.Law school admissions
.Skills exercises
Saturday, November 16, 9am- 5pm
Mini -center, Hutchison Drive, UC Davis
$20.00 (includes pre-test package)
Pre- enrollment advised

For enrollment information, write UC Davie Extension,
Davis, CA 95616 or call (916) 752-0880

Physical game
The game turned out to be
a physical battle between the
two colleges, marred with
fouls and fights.
"It was a tough physical
game," said coach Mike
Monsees. "But we scored
more goals against them
than anyone has from our
conference."
Scoring goals for the
Spartans were Pat Ellington,
Dennis Hartmann, Lee
Rider, Mike Speckman, Glen
Simpson, and Bob Dunker.

A meeting for all captains
of intramural basketball
teams will be held tomorrow
from 5 to 6:30 p.m. in the
Student Union Almaden
Room.
A referee clinic will be
held Thursday in the Men’s
gym from 7 to 9:30 p.m.
Referees must bring their
whistles.
League coordinator Pete
Shea reports that attendance
is required.

Instant Photo Posters
Corner of 2nd & So. San Fernando
Open weekdays 10-5
Saturdays 12-7:30

each were Mike Coffee, Jeff
Deane, Dunker, Ellington,
Tom Eager, Jeff Heiderich,
Rich Marienthal, Simpson
and Speckman.
The Spartans will take on
Stanford on Saturday at 10
a.m. on the "farm,"
following today’s game
against UOP.

tie, giving Santa Clara a 2-0
gift win.
Broncos outmanned
Fortunately, the referees
attempts to gift wrap a win
for Santa Clara’s varsity
were to no avail. The No. 1
team in the West was just too
strong for the outmanned
Broncos.
The Spartans tied the
game with four minutes
remaining in the first half.
Phil Cole took a shot, pulling
Santa Clara goalie Terry
Weekes out of position and
Rosa kicked it in from the
five yard line.
The Spartans winning goal
was on the spectacular side.
With 14 minutes remaining
in the game Cole took a pass
from Herb Santana and
dribbled 35 yards passing
four Broncos’ defenders in
the process before scoring
from the right side of the
field from the 10-yard line
after trapping Weekes into a
one-on-one situatic 1. Weekes
never had a chance.
The JV game was a tight
defensive game throughout
the contest. Coach Rivo
Bolanos admitted his team
didn’t play well enough to
win but said they should
have gotten a tie. The 2-0 loss
dropped the junior Spartans
record to 3-2-3.

ICE
SKATING
PARTIES
SPECIAL
RATES
FOR YOUR
GROUP OR
ORGANIZATION.
CALL FOR
INFORMATION

east ridge
ICE ARENA
EASTRIDGE MALL

SAN JOSF

238-0440

’Where can you
get quality
shirts for
$5.507
II,
OcIopened -THE SHIRT
WIIEE1.-esperialls lei ilie I ruder’
minded gity and gals. and west.
got tons orl t1tial0 name brand
shirts from whit I, to choose.
Om shirts els: all manufacturers
overnms and milesinePs samples.
\,,,I tlirrn rv. all limird nem shirts.
\
se.CONI)S’. Clumsy Man a

senets of shim and Nor, M hai
ever 1011 like. we prolialils hest.
it
western shies, knits, ’milliner
sportshirts, and tire.s shirts, both
funks end consersative
cheek im reit real N1011 Mill
fortune mheel. ,011 ’night
a tree dure

50 l’1111111.

SI/111 Isr
WIN

($10 - $16 Shirts
for
$5.50
$17 - $25 Shirts
for
$7.50

ri
080
We re open 1i101.10ElySaturdav 10 AM -6 PM
510 South Tenth Street
(Tenth &
San Jose, California
Phone 295-0144
Master Charge oanantnencero accepted

FAST CUSTOM SERVICE
*Photo buttons
*Inexpensive finishing
*Photo copies in 2 minutes
*3x5 portraits and
passport photos in 1 mi.iute

Your Own Photo.
on a giant 20x24
poster - just $3.98
with this ad. Offer
good thru 10/31
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’Student One Acts’ open

Dancers highlightproduction

Prison play highlights racia tension
The
Ballad
of
Dangerous George," a play
written by an ex-convict
about racial tensions and
awareness within the
prison system, will be
performed at 7:30 tonight

and Sunday in the S.C.
Ballroom.
Ken
Playwright
Whelan’s play of prison life
revolves around black
inmate George T. Jones
and his climbing the ladder

to camaraderie with his
black counterparts in
prison.
The cast features both
professional actors and
former ex -convicts who
attempt to further the

realistic atmosphere the
play hopes to get across.
Sponsored by the A.S.
Program Board, the ticket
prices for the play are $1
for students and $2 for the
general public.

Kinetic sculpture on display

Artist *defines space with line’
By Dian Sherman
Currently tucked away on
the narrow strip of lawn
between the SJSU art and
music buildings is a huge
black pipe and string art
object the creator calls his
"kinetic sculpture."
Steve Briscoe, an art
sculpture major at SJSU,
said that his purpose was to
"define space with line;

showing the use of balance
within a structure."
His attempt involved the
use of four borrowed PVC
(pulverized vinyl chloride)
black pipes, some string and
a
clamp
that
holds
everything together.
"It started out as a project
for an art class, said Briscoe.
I wasn’t pleased with the
sculpture I was working on

Black workshop
presents ’Purlie’
The SJSU Black Theatre
Workshop will present Ossie
Davis’s play, "Purlie Victorious," at 8 p.m. Thursday,
Friday and Saturday in the
Studio Theatre of the drama
building.
"Purlie" is the group’s
first production of the fall

Free music
The SJSU Music Department features the Symphonic Band, conducted by
Dr. Vernon Read, at 8:15
tonight in the Music Building
Concert Hall. Admission is
free.

season and is directed by Dr.
Willie Williams.
The comdey is about an
unlicensed preacher, Purlie
Victorious Judson, who
returns to his old plantation
village in Southern Georgia.
An ensueing chain of
events reveals a satirical
look at the cliches of
Southern life.
Tickets for all three
performances are available
from the Drama department
at 2 p.m., today through
Thursday, and from 4:30 to
5:30 p.m. on Friday, or at the
door on performance nights.
Student tickets are ;1,
general admission is $2.

and this sculpture just
turned out completely differently."
Gathering the materials
took about a week to line up,
as the pipes used were expensive and the clamp,
which Briscoe made himself,
can’t be purchased anymore.
"About the time I had this
sculpture together, I saw the
article in the paper about the
empty slab of cement," said
Briscoe. From there, he got
the idea of exhibiting his
sculpture somewhere on
campus.
"They (art department)
wanted me to put it on the art
quad with pads underneath
the pipes," Briscoe said, but
he felt it would detract from
the movement aspect of his
sculpture.
The sculpture will remain

in its present location until
Briscoe chooses to take it
down.
Nobody has said anything
negative about it except the
guy who cuts the lawn," he
laughed.

Faculty art
being shown

on campus
Faculty art is currently
on exhibit through Nov. 7 at
the SJSU Gallery in the Art
Building. The Gallery is open
from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Monday through Friday.
Director Jessica Jacobs
said the exhibit consists of a
documentation of the art -life
process of the artist rather
than original art.

FOREIGN STUDENTS
INTERESTED IN PLAYING
SOCCER
CONTACT LEA 292-6088
Before October 31,1974

By Terry Britton
and
exciting
Three
original creations in modern
dance, performed by SJSU
student John Goodrich and
his dance ensemble, "Plus
One,"
highlighted
the
Student One Acts production
held in the Studio Theater of
building
the
Drama
Thursday evening.
The other two plays of the
evening evidenced good
acting for the most part, but
the
confused
either
audience, as in the opening
piece called "Play," or
lacked conciseness, as in the
final play of the evening,
"The Side Show."
From the opening piece tc
the end, Goodrich and his
ensemble danced with a
degree of grace and ease
that made the audience and
the evening truly theirs.
"Opening II" conveyed a
feeling of joyous freedom
that animals display in
nature--alyrical dance to
Pan.
The dancers, in groups of
two or three, leaped, glided
and pranced, first from one
direction then from another.
First running together like
gazelles, then seemingly like
birds in aerial ballets, the
joined
dancers finally
together in a beautiful
’wild
choreography of
things.’
Next came a powerful solo
dance by Goodrich called
"Interim."
As if trapped in a giant
cage, his arms undulating
slowly like the wings of a
fettered eagle, Goodrich’s
dance gave the impression of
wildness barely harnessed.

The final piece was called
"One Thought, Rethought,
and Expanded" and was
performed to the music of
Sala’s
Oscar
"Five
Improvisations on Tape."
Set to the background of
Sala’s strange, dissonant
music, the dancers performed like robots or androids imitating pedestrian
with
a
movements
nonhuman
mechanical,
perfection.
"Play" by Samuel Beckett
and directed by Perry Sites
was an interesting and
challenging work, but, unfortunately, both confused
and drugged the audience
into a stupor.
The lack of real excitement in the play could be
attributed to two thingsthe
highly stylized dialogue and
of
lack
general
the
animation, caused by the
entire focus of the lights on
the heads of the cast.

Admittedly, both Stephen
Yolanda
and
Johnson
Parra’s faces were very
expressive, but not enough to
save the play.
The closing play of the
evening, "The Side Show,"
written and directed by
Leslie Perry, was a strong
statement about the exploitation of beauty which
could have been much more
effective had he condensed
it.

KEYES FOREIGN CAR REPAIR
Special Tune-up tot $22.95
Including
FREE lube job
Complete Service on Foreign Cars
GEORGE SIALARIS

286-4833

Car Insurance
it doesn’t have to cost that much!
Because now there’s a new

College Student
Auto Insurance Plan
. with the lowest possible rates and
. a convenient, monthly payment plan
Call Mike Foley for a no -obligation quote
(408) 984-2000
1101 S. Winchester Blvd, G-175
San Jose, Calif. 95128

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS PRESENTS

HO RULES
THE
UNIVERSITY

TONY PLATT

Radical teacher at the "Crimionology school" at Berkeley,
will speak on;

WHY

THE CRIME SCHOOL WAS DISOLVED BY THE REGENTS?
ARE SOCIALLY RELEVANT TEACHERS AND SUBJECTS
BEING CUT OUT?
OTHER SPEAKERS ON: "WHAT CAN STUDENTS DO TO
DEFEND RELEVANT EDUCATION"
"WHAT IS THE S. A.S. REFERENDUM ALL ABOUT"
12:30 WED., OCT. 30 7th St.

(near BBQ PT PITS)

Houston I. Flournoy
Comes to San Jose State University

OCTOBER 29 12:15PM

Seventh Street (and San Carlos Ave)
California desperately needs progressive,
independent leadership. Houston I. Flournoy
has demonstrated these qualities for 8 years
as California’s fiscal watchdog, State
Controller.
lie publically challenged expenditures of
State money by Reagan on his tax initiative.
He supported Elliot Richardson’s refusal to
fire Cox during the Watergate investigation.
He has spoken out on the need to make

OWNER

331 ’(EVES. BETWEEN 7TH AND 8IH

CANDIDATE FOR GOVERNNOR

TUESDAY

As it was, the play dragged
through Bull Wallace’s long
monologues and seemed
repetitious to the point of
having an anti -climatic
ending where the audience
clapped, grateful for the
relief.
Charles E. Owens was
particularly effective as the
evil Bull Wallace, but Greg
Wright and Joann Clark
didn’t seem to come off as
innocents Dick and Jane

education the number 1 priority in the State
budget.
Floumoy’s background as a Phd. Political
Science Professor, as an Assemblyman for
six years, and as Controller, make him
California’s best qualified candidate for
Governor in a generation.
Flournoy practices open politics. He will
be here to answer your questions. Come,
listen and judge for yourself.

Sponsored by Santa Clara County Citizens For Flournoy and San Jose State Students For Flournoy

Phone 371-0530
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Keyboard student
delights audience

’Quick-witted’ Donna Stoering

’Down-to-earth’ concert pianist
"Last year I gave about 75 concerts," she continued saying
she expects to give about the same number this year.
"I never feel the need to rest. "It’s not something that! feel
a need to get away from.
Budgetting time is a crucial matter, Stoering said. Besides
practicing between five and eight hours a day, she has about
20 piano students at her studio in Milpitas.
"It doesn’t leave time for dating," Stoering said about her
busy life. "My friends do understand of course."
Stoering, 19, will receive her B.A. in January and her M.A.
in June, (She challenged 80 units of credit and succeeded.)

By SUMO] Curtis
A quick-witted, zany 19-year-old girl who calls herself
"scattered-brained," is not the typical conception of a
dedicated pianist.
But that is Donna Stoering. A winner of both national and
international piano competitions and an SJSU senior
registered for 29 units, the busy pianist is a very down-toearth, amusing, person.

Stoering once had a goldfish.
"I fed it celery and it choked to death!" she giggled. She
thought it looked enough like seawwed to convince the fish.
She would like to stay here and ’’concertize full time." "I
She had a turtle once-but stepped on it.
have signed some contracts for concerts next year," she
"I love baby frogs. I used to have about 15 Jars in our remarked.
garage all full of baby frogs," she explained, laughing while
Stoering is also applying for a Fulbright Scholarship to go
remembering the time she dropped one of those jars.
to Russia. A Fulbright, available to graduates after they
"I’ve really had a fun life," said Stoering.
have received a B.A. or M.A., pays study expenses for one
And a busy one.
year.
"My parents are very cultural-minded. When I was two I
On top of that, she has applied for a two-year grant to
was taking ballet," Stoering said.
London.
However, the young ballerina’s teacher, who said she had
A "humanity-type" career is what Stoering said she wants,
an "inborn rhythym," suggested she try another field,
explaining her desire to do something for others while experhaps piano.
pressing herself.
"My first piano recital appearance was when I was five,"
She believes musicians can touch audiences "by inspiring
Stoering said. That was just two years after she had been
people through their performances."
admitted to Mills College as a piano student, she said.
"Music is not an earthly thing," Stoering continued. It is
"I became a formal student when I was three," she
remarked. "My parents never pushed me at all. "-even not something material. She wants people tb understand the
spiritual force behind her life through the music she plays.
when she didn’t practice.
"You’d never get me on stage if I didn’t know why I was
Stoering decided she wanted to be a concert pianist at age
doing it," she declared.
17 when she came to SJSU.

David T owne

Donna Stoering

By Dian Sherman
Donna Stoering’s command 1.4 the keyboard is so overwhelming that she makes playing the piano seem as easy as
walking down the street.
To the delight of the audience, the 19-year-old senior musk
major gave an enormous output of concentration in her honor
recital Thursday night in the music building Concert Hall.
The program was colorful and widely varied as Stoering
chose works by past and contemporary composers such as
Benjamin Lees, Mozart, Bach, Beethoven, Ravil and Chopin.
The moody and rhythmically exciting "Fantasia (1958)"
by Benjamin Lees opened the recital, as Stoering glided
swiftly over the erratic combinations of notes and chords in
the piece.
With thoughts still in mind of the previous, dramatic work,
Mozart’s "Rondo in A minor, K.511" was then introduced.
This rondo, as many Mozart movements, is noted for its
clarity and individuality. Stoering captured the innate
delicacy of the rondo, with a lightly subdued fingering of the
many beautiful harmonies.
But it was her fortitude at the piano after the intermission
that unmistakeably channeled the young pianist’s keyboard
talent.
In the featured performance of Rauel’s "Gaspard De La
Nuit," Stoering played the difficult pieces like the virtuoso
performer she is, with seemingly unlimited fortitude and
respect for the composer’s intent.
The breathtaking concert prompted a bouquet of pink roses
to be presented to Stoering, during deafening applause and a
standing ovation.
Stoering suprised the enthusiastic gathering by playing an
encore of contemporary, upbeat piano music, which she
apologized, "didn’t really fit the program..’

C-LASSIFIED,
Fr

ANNOUNCEMENTS 1

$O per cent Discount on All Jewelery fl
our 48 page catalog featuring over
350 creations of fashion lewelery
rings -watches pendants. pins
earrings -.tie tact cull
links.
Receive your FREE CATALOG and
RING SIZER by sending 25 cenh for
Postage and handling to: Unique
Industries, Box 1127S, Cupertino, CA
95014.
Ono Marketing-M 00000 Meat type
permit to loin with 2 mfgr. types 10
form a new small co. We have super,
new products. Call Mike 2241511.
LOST...a Sharp Pocket Calculator.
Reward offered-no questions asked
Please contact Janet at 177 8900
classes
Bagiet-tollege-age
Eufratia School of Ballet. Essential.
"technique" for beginning and in
termecliate students Small classes.
Beverly
attention.
individual
Eufrazia Grant, Director. 241,1300
Unwanted Hair Removed by a
Registered Nurse Electrologist
Phone 265 1440 1 9 p nt .2186 Lincoln
Ave
SUMMER JOBS FOR ’7$
No experience necessary Apply for
lobs at State and Federal Praks,
Guest Ranches, Tourist resorts,
private camps Learn How, When,
Where to apply Receive over 200
California names and addresses
Send $2 00 to J 0 B P 0 Box 706,
Monterey, CA 93940
The San Jose Recycling C
is open
Sat. & Sun. (only) 9 am, - 4 pm
We’re located on Singleton Rd. in So
San Jose across from S.J. Disposal
grounds We accept: glass. Si metal
aluminum cans, transmission
engine oil A newspapers PASS IT
ON!
aetad
intaglio
Cali after 5 3015 m
984 5827
Learn to Belly Dance. Get ia On new
retuning classes. Studio located
close to arripus $10.00 per month
Phone 294 1025 for Information
registration
Reef. TV or Stereo, free delivery free
service. Esche’s 251 2590.
Everyone is welcome to come and
listen to the Thurs eve testimony
meetings at 730 P.m of too SJSU.
Christian Science Organization in
the student chapel between the
gyms
Abortion Information Full color
Doctor’s Report, Send Stamped,
Self Addressed envelope to The
Truth, P0 Box 21235, San Jose. CA
9515t.
Sport Parachuting -Classes are held
each Saturday during the year and
you lump on Sunday For Individual
and group rates, call Stevens Sshocil
of Sport Parachuting and ask for
Rick Phone 544 2221’
: Woman’s watch at Arlo
Guthrie concert. Call 145-6934.
Found near Tower Hall, tweed tam o’
Planter. Contact DR, Econ Dept.
kinds.
SandwIches-all
Op
HERO’s 09 cents We accept Food
Stamps 126 E San Salvador bhun
Ill In, Sts
id y Flicks presents Double
Failure Horror Night featuring
TWINS OF EVIL & HANDS OF THE
RIPPER You’ll sit on the edge of
yousseat 2 Shows 7 & 10p.m. Morris
Dailey Aud. Only 50 cents by A Phl
0.

MERI-JUANA CHRISTMAS TREE
4 ft. high cannabis plant
Identical reproduction
Guaranteed super gilt
Doanumber with your tree
514.95 incl. f me poste

10 PIO 1150 Sport, 34,000 miles, now
brakes and tuneup. 01200. Phone
353.3380.

A.S. Non.Profil Bike Shop announces
low, low prices on repairs and parts.
Complete overhauls, 51S. Tune-ups.
$4. Now in stock. Suntour, Simplex,
I.R.C. Tires, sew -ups, and much
more. Open 10 to 4 Monday thru
Friday in the Student Union, upper
level.

newest
Waterbeds-San
Jose’s
waterbeo company -experience the
comforts and pleasures of a tropical
Island right in your own bedroom.
Operated by fellow students.
Islander Waterbeds, 15211 W. San
Carlos (341ks west of Seers) 212.
5212.

SERVICES

Flocked sielvetpestePs-iarge variety’
$2.80 each. Mew summer king site
tapestries 54.95 Incense pack of 25
for SO cents Large variety of pet,
[hes Iron on Iran eeeee imported
walking canes from India Pipes and
paraphanalis Strobe lights Large
variety of black lights, one block
from the college 00 E San Fernando
St

Typing term papers, IheSes. etc
experienced and fast Phone 2690671

i959 VW Camper 0th 1966 engine
Needs work Best offer Call John
277 2708 days, 289 8113 nights 8.
weekends
Homemade Telescope-6" mirrOr.
Works great, 75 power lens. 575.00.
Call Frank 371.0031.

15 cents each you-dolt DRYCLEAN,
pants sweaters, skirts, shirts, most
dresses incl Must bring this ad -NO
LIMIT

ShopsBargains, 50 Variety
Antlqus -Junktiques, Bikes,
Books, Beads, Tires, Jewelry, Pots.
Pans, Utensils, Hardware, Tools.
Flower
Dried
Pottery,
Arrangements, Glassware, Pic.
tures, Frames, Watches, Clocks,
Clothes, Furniture, Appliances,
Dolls, Collectable’, Etc. THE LOST
FLEA 1940 S. lit St. S.J. Open Wed
thru Sun. 10.5

.$2.00 Pants Special, pants longer or
shorter if you know the inseam
measure needed 1 day service ’
.01Aust bring this ad -NO LIMIT Taylor on duty KELLY & LOUISE
CLEANERS Santa Clara at 17th
Street.

U.S., Afro.Lib, US -Mexico and’
Ecology embroidered flag patcheS.
Size approx I’.’7" 0 VS". colorfast,
washable 75 cents ea. or 3 for S2.00
tax incl ! Emblems, 2342 Kenwood,
San Jose, CA 95128. By mail only!

Downtown W
Under new
managment Low prices on both new
and used waterbeds and accessories Check our prices! Special
prices on purchases of 2 or more
waterbeds 416 W. San Carlos St.
2572910
Jose’s
oldest
Waterbeds -San
manufacturer and retailer of quality
waterbeds and accessories Special
courtesy extended to SJSU students
and faculty. Yin Yang waterbeds
LOCabans in San Jose, Campbell,
Santa Clara, Mountain View. and
Morgan Hill. Visit our warehouse
showroom at 2331 S. 7th St at Tully
Road, 954.5660.
Wedding Phot 00000 hy. Gentle all
Natural color, photography for your
wedding. You keep all phOts taken
plus the original negatives land a
free. white embossed album. Budget
priced for highest quality work
Please call for details. Photography
by Dale Maggio 292.2601 evenings

Used Tires, excellent condition. All
sizes -Only 56-00’
in"."4""
avaltable 378-6090.

Typewriter-WWII Portable
Excellent Condition.$25
767 4651

Stereo Component System, Nikko
receiver. B.S.R. turntable and
Pioneer tape deck. 2771057 after
COO p.m.

Heaters
Liners
by Vkbli
b.del
Wroalettesa
F r &met Sheets Matt Pads, UM
N San Carlos, 287 0350

Acoustic, Steel
Guitar W
Strings, Good Condition Pay 15010
SIO0 Call Ken 293 3126 after 6 p.m.

Typing $O cents per page
Also rush jObS at higher rates
Call Betsy 923 47118

Dryclean & Press, bring this ad r?
pants YOU PAY FOR ONE-simiteb
offer ends Oct. 31, Limit 2 pants per
week

Indian Made Turquoise Jewelery for
sale at the
Ise Shop. 406 East
Williams St. Phone 998 1282.

ilicyclest Gene’s Bicycle Barn has all
models to satisfy your needs If your
interest ’sin racing bikes, there is a
wide selection to choose from
Touring bikes are also in stock to
round out a complete bicycle
collection. Gene’s prvides first rate
service on all bicycle repairs All
molar parts for bikes are available.
So come down and let Gene’s take
care of your bicycle newds 193 7897
1168 E. Williams S.J. CA

ass
Writing & R
Typing and editing Call evenings
3268670
Ironing, my home
Some pick up and delrvery
Sleeper hour 9231700

Experienced Thesis Typist Master’s
Reports -Dissertations
Marianne
Tainberg.-137
Escobar
Ave.
Telephone: 356.4341 Los Gatos.

Brand Now Hart Competition Skis
with guarantee. $120 Sr Offer. Phone
356-9544.

Toyota Colic’, Red, Air, Mae Whee(,
Tisch, 24 MPG, Many Extras, Like
New Best Offer -Jim (415) 747.0364

FOR SALE

’66 Ply Fury, PS, P B. Auto Trans
Michelin X Tires Gd Cond S400 or
offer 323 5894 Ask fOr June

For Permanent Hair Removal
Call registered electrologist
at 235 E Santa Clara St 294-4499.
Professional Typist
IBM Selecirlc, 867 2389 eves
TYPIST, EXPERT, ACCURATE. Can
edit papers and theses Near City
College Mrs Asianan 796 4104.
Prof. Typing. Term papers, reports,
Theses, not IBM Selectric wlttr
Greek SymbOIS, script, reg. type. 13
years. cop Phone 925.0749.
Typing
Very Reasonable
Short notice, my home, 267.3119
Unwanted Hair Rmoved by 161
Registered Nurse Electrologist
Phone 365 IMO 1-9 p m., 2186 LincOin
Ave.
SUMMER JOBS FOR ’75
No experience necessary Apply for
lobs at State and Federal Parks,
Gullet Ranches. Tourist resorts,
private camps, Learn How, When.
Where to apply. Receive over 200
California names and addresses.
Send $2.00 to J. 0. B.. P.O. Box 706,
Monterey, CA 93940.
Thesis & Academic Typist. IBM
Selectric Ii. Ask about my bonus
rate for ’students Call Andrea 297
2331,
Typing-neat,
IBM Selectric
Call Uri -5711-1090after S p.m .
Drycleani Press bring this ad 2 pants
YOU PAY FOR ONE -limited offer
ends Oct. 31. KELLY & LOUISE
CLEANERS Santa Clara Street at
12th.
Typing (IBM) Mtn View Home SacY
Reports, term papers, theses,
dissertation’s. Phone 968,7965.
Typing fast, accurate, IBM executive
Ccarbon) Cell 377.5142. Marcia
ReynOlds.
Getting Married? Discount Flowers
does everything florist does at kit
the price with twice the quality.
WHY PAY MORE? 13 years of
satisfied customers Phone 996 1252
for free estimate

TV’s For Rent-Special Rates with
O.K. credit S10.03 per month Cali
.177.2935.

HELP WANTEa

HOUSING
1

Male
Escorts
Good ’Panty, part time 245 4920

Ferns’,
Lee 2 Bdrm 2 bath. $250. 1
SISO. All have w to w. Elec. Kit.,
Balconies and Security Building.
Also sleeping rooms w.private bath
$100 460 S. Ilk St., 293.5974 after
12 30.

Men Women Drivers forice cream.
candy, soft drink route. Afternoons
and weekends, full or part time. 30 to
50 percent commission. Tropical Ice’
Cream Co. 330 Race St. 797-4725

Oldies But Goodies
480 S 6th St., 185 Studio Furnished.
Close to campus, Men only. Now
available. 600 S 9th st. 580 deem
with refrig and hotplate. Incl. Util,
Furnished. Two Bedroom turn. 5140.
Steve 371 1765
Apt tor Rent, 3 bcirms., lit bath. On
7111 near Reed. 0230 monthly..Fur
nished. Phone 293.3494.

’rho Red Barron Steak House is ac
renting applications for ern
ployment for cooks, waiters,
2 Br--$170 New Carpets. drapes, PON &r
waitresses, bartenders. busboys
$76
rec room. 2 blks from college
diswashers. Apply in person. Reid
So. 5th St. 286 2849.
Airport
pne Bdrm. Furn. Apt., Clean, Quiet,
Near S.J S.U., 6 mo. agreement, 575
Cleaning Dep. 5110 mo Phone 2750067 Married Students Only

Classified Rates
Two
days

Roornate needed for 3 Bedroom Mouse
Clean. turn , 4 blocks frOns S J S Ii
257 N 7th, 2098114 after 6

Flue
days

F actl adcllt
lona! day

3 lines

$1.50

2.00

2.25

2.40

2.50

.35

4 lines

2.00

.2.50

2.75

2.90

3.00

.35

5 lines

2.50

3.00

3.25

3.40

3.50

.35

6 lines

3.00

3.50

3.75

3.90

4.00

.35

Each additional line
Add
)50

.50

.50

.50

.60

Uo
leg Female sought to
share apt with sensitive young
gentleman W C P and voice defect
Call 2911 2308 after 5.00 Om
Attractive, clean, quiet turn, room for
girl Kit priv Near SJSU-$70 mo
& day All util pd 293 4401 eves
Club Co-ed
San Jest Resl
Beautiful building, great location.
private parking, linen L maid
wvici, color T.V. Ping pong, kit
chart facilities, inside courtyard,
graad piano, free Continental break.
fast. 579.50 share, 5109.50 single 202
S. Ilth St. Phone 293.7374.

1

( ) Help Wanted
( ) Housing
( ) Lost and Found

Discover South America in January!
Three week tour. Buenos Aires. Rio
and Lima Total cost 5760 For into
call Dr. Zapata 277 2576 or 067 5121

Thanks to the Black Chick who turned
In my calculator Thurs. I greatly
ePtireclate it Cliff.

Hawaii--New York-Europe Student
I.D. and Hostel Card -rail passes-.
intraEuropean flights Free travel
info. Contact Student Services West,
235 E Santa Clara No 710, San Jose.
CA, 95113, 14081 787 0301

AuteMotorcycle Insurance-Tired of
ding ripped off? Call CSIS Campus
Insurance service
Exclusive
student programs Lowest rates No
Student refused Call nr 86S) or stop
by 404 S Third St 2,101 Floor (3rd St
& San Salvador)

I’ve got that feeling again! I
LIZ
LOVE YOU! 1 want the world to
know how wenderful you are World,
Liz is wonderful! IRA LOVES LIZ’

FREE! Slightly retarded deg needs
loving home with yard. Female. 9
mm old, coillecocker mix. She is
loving but dumb Please call 279
151)

Mother Olsons. Ten locations
near college Kitchen facilities, ceder
T.V. & maid service 519.50 share.
536.50 single. weekly 122 N 0th St.
Phone 293 6345.
For sale-West Hall Women’s Cm?
tract, single rm. Call 8674001 either
early morning Or atter 5p.m.
Female to share Lg. Studio Apt. with
one other female Conviently located
near school Rent $70, water and
garbage pd For more info. call 247
6159.
Room Ink Rent In Lovely Home, Pool,
Clubhouse next to golf course, Kit
Prin. $65 per wits Near IBM 224,0411.
Girl Wanted to move Info 3 bdrm turn.
apt near school w 3 other girl’.
55350 & util Call 291.7715
Apt.--Beaut. ViewQuiet..Firepl
ace -Want -Dryer-Stove-Ref
rig-Utilities’ Pd. Single student or
teacher. Refs req. $135.00 per mo
415.00 Cleaning dap. phone 359-5397

cheap Girl’s West Nall Dorm Contract for sale Private Suite. Must
sell now. Coil 257.7889.

Men-Private rm.-cloon w -kit. arty.
Guist student only. $70 util pd 49 S.
14th St. 294-5694.
Next to S.J.S., Private Studio Apt.
Completely furnished In belt area
All utilities included. Call 22.3.4773.
Fernand, WNW*
. Near Centennial Hall L Library.
Parking, color T.V., KitChell
I privileges, linen & meld service. 0
569 50 share.
237 E. Sim
ernando Phone 793 7374.
a

ow.50single.

a

1
Phone

Print Name

( ) Personals
( ) Service’
( ) Transportation

nclosed Is S

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO.
DAILY CLASSIFIED, SAN JOSE
STATE UNIV., SAN JOSE,
CALIF 05114

Friday Flicks presents DOUBLE
FEATURE
HORROR
NIGHT
featuring Twins of Evil I Hands of
the Ripper. You’ll sit on the edge of
your seat 1 shows, 71110 pm Morris
Dailey Aud. Only SO cents by Alpha
Phi Omega.

You march against war.
You fight for clean air and clean
water. You eat natural foods. You
practice yoga. You are so much for
life. And you are so much against
killing.
It would be unthinkable for
you to kill another human being on
purpose.
So then, why is this
happening?
You don’t mean to be. But
you are. The numbers are simple.
Latest available figures show
that 8,000 American people between
the ages of 15 and 25 died in alcohol
related crashes. And almost all the
drunk drivers who caused those
crashes were also under 25.
1,380 died in combat. 3,420
committed suicide. 2,731 died of
cancer.
It’s incredible, but one of the
most dangerous things you can do
is to have a few bottles of wine with
friends and drive home.
You can change it. You have to.

DRUNK DRIVER, DEPT. Y*
BOX 1969
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20013
I don’t want to get killed and I don’t
want to kill anyone. Tell me howl can
help.*Youths Highway Safety
Advisory Committee.
My name is
Address _
State
Zip
City
.

STOP DRIVING DRUNK.
STOP KILLING EACH OTHER.

Address

Check a Classification
) Announcements
) Automotive
) For Sale

PERSONALS

Promote Ecology-Buy recycled Hew.
lifetime tread
Recaps with
warranty -only $9.99. Radial recaps
514.99. Installation available 378.
0690

Room with Kit. priv. Quiet. Non
smoker only 5 blks to SJSU. 575 mo.
287 3125 or 7312314 ext. 320.

(Count approx. 31 letter’ and spaces for each IMO’

City

Minimum Three lines One Day

IPA
Europelsrael.Africe
Student flights all year round
CONTACT !SCA. 11687 San vincente
Blvd No IL A Calif 90349
Tel: 1213/ 826 5669, 826 09SS

THE NUMBER ONE KILLER
OF YOUNG AMERICANS
IS YOUNG AMERICANS.

Room, Cheerful, airy, wall to wall
carpet Furnace heat. Quiet. 406
South 1 ltri Street.

Print Your Ad Here:

Three rout
days days

Global auto Rudy-All Types of Body
Work SATISFACTION GUARAN
TEED Low rates for students. 270
martna St. Si. Phase: 386-1109.

Journeyman Mechanic will save you S
on auto repairs Major repairs on
Foreign cars. Minor only on
American cars. Ex, VW time up 525
total. all work guaranteed. STEVE
GEDDES 295.3771.

Female to share Lg. Studio Apt with
one other female Convientty located
near school Rent 570, water and
garbage pd For more into, call 247
6159

1.1.
One
day

AUTOMOTIVE

f or

hays

Deadline, T wo days prlo40
Publication
Consecutive publication dates
only
No refunds on cancelled ads

aft
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PROPOSITION j

The issue of A S fiscal autonomy is quite
clear should th duly elected representatives of
the students nave the authority to determine the
allocations of student monies collected from
students? Students assessed this fee upon
They are
themseiveS by
majority vote
collected for student Programs activities and
Services It seems only right that students should
have the autonomy to expend these funds without
legal
unnecessary
Certain
restrictions
guidelines are, of course, necessary, but un
intervention
warranted
Administrative
eliminates aut000tnt and changes the role and
Students
Purpose of student government
deserve the right to self determination and the
ability to fund or not fund programs within the
limits of Me law Student Representativn are
elected for this purpose If they do not have this
right the become puppets of the University
Administration
Is this the kind of student
SieYe,nment you want?
Stephanie Dean,
S.S.

FISCAL AWTOWOMY

The University Administration bittern that
Associated Students should have, and in foci
does nave, autonomy
The conflict aria,
however, when the elimination of A S. funding
threatens a program of importance ot the
The University must protect the
University
OPerations of the entire Campus When student
government funding is not in the best interests of
the University it is within the University
President’s authority to disallow certain actions

PROPOSITION 3: DI S EN FRANCHISEPAEUr
The disenfranchisement of the Economics
Department is an unprecedented attack by the
wine threat tO
Administration and presents
wedernic freedom with serious implications for
.itudents and faculty at SJSU The faculty of the
department was Stripped of all its powers the
economics faculty no longer has any power in
policy decisions which govern the Department
including personnel decisions, promotions, and
curriculum (whet courses will be tough’ and by
whom). This action is yet another Instance of the
increasing lack of concern by the AministratiOn
for basic rights and interests of students and
faculty
The Administration cites three "facts" to
luStify its action (I) "no step was taken without
faculty advice," (2) the Accrediatation Com
mines of the Western Association of Schools and
Colleges reported that the "quality of the
educational program is now in jeopardy"
because Of the "departmental situation," and,
131 the Economics Department hal been "beset
by Severe internal difficulties for many years"
These -facts" are distortions and half truths
Ndministrtion’s claim that at each Step
faculty consultation and input was received and
acted upon ignores the lack of due process in the
procedures and ignores the structure of that
input The Special Committee which was termed
last Spring to investigate the problems in the
Department and to recommend appropriate
action to President Bunyel was handpicked by
the Administration it was Selected and chaired
by Dean Sawrey, an administrator who had
actively interfered in the Department’s W
tivities throughout last year For example, he
intervened in internal departmental afters in
November. 1973, in order to oversee the P
pointment Of James Willis for a eland four year
term as Department chairman
in January,
1974,President &meal reappointed Willis despite
strong majority support for another candidate
Sawrey was intimately involved in the personnel
decisions made last Spring The Committee and
its chairman
were
hardly
impartial
in
vestige,’
Due Process was ignored in the procedures of
the Special Committee Only written statements
were solicited from Me faculty No hearings
were held The report of the Committee itself has
been kept secret. Therefore, there is no way for
faculty members to know what charges were
made and whet, if any, evidence was presented
in support of those chargeS.
The Administration cites the finding of the
Accreditation Committee that "the depart
mental situation has deteriorated to such
degree that the quality of the educational
program is now in leOpardy." The Accreditation
Committee did oaf Say that the Department was
falling to carry out its primary responsibility of
teaching, indeed, it was reported that the
balance within the Department was one of its
very strong features
The "departmental
situation" referred loin the accreditation report
was one on which faculty In the Department
were threatened with firings (which later Oc
curred I and consequently were resisting
repressive administrative actions and policies
The emphasis on "Internal dissension" in the
Department Is mere window dressing by the
Administration to cover Its takeover of
Department which was intent upon governing
itself The Administration attempts to paint the
problem as simple personality conflicts Olf
icirences do exist within the Department They
are differences concerning the content of
economics --something Which the Accreditation
strength, not a weakness
Committee saw as
There were differences, also, concerning the role
Of the Department chairman None Of these
difference Minty the Administration’s heavy
handed disenfranchisement
The disenfranchisement was seltserving,
designed to establish tight administrative
control over the Department, en act which undermines the Department’s ability to Provide 8
good education to SJS students

PRO
Birth Control Services on this campus have
been radically altered It is our opinion that the
health needs Of the women on this campus 01
per cent of student population/ are not being
met The Birth Control Clinic which operated for
two and half years its a gynecologist student
staffed program coordinated by competent
women trained in women’s health care, coon
soling and sexuality has been eliminated We
propose Me following as components which have
been proven over those has and a half years to be
Henna! fOr effective and thorough birth control
services This list is complied from service
formerly offered by the clinic and from
assessment of the "services" presently being
offered
I. GYNECOLOGISTS AS FULL TIME STAFF
In order to provide a foundation for Del<
medical care and patient education on this
campus regarding specific health needs fi
birth control, bre, exams. VD, veglnitis, etc I it
is imperative that
FULL TIME gynecologist
be added immediately to h.% health service staff,
and be available to all students On campus, men
es well as women
The demand for a full-time gynecologist is not
urtremOnable considering the minority Of the
people in this campus community are sexually
W ive
Duality birth control thus becomes survival
tool This crucial need cannot be met without the
services of
full time gynecologist
If ADVISORY BOARD WITH STUDENT INPUT
San Jose State University Is one of the few
Campuses in the California State University
system without
Health Service Advisory
Board It IS apparent that the Student Health
Services are the moot widely used of all the
student services on this campus ThIS Service
involves the most direct and personal int./cacti,
between students and Student service Staff and
administration Therefore student Input on an
advisory board to the Health Center is an urgent
requirement
Not only Should students who are sensitive to
and aware of emotional and medical needs of
their peers ea available to give input to the hiring
Of gynecologists, they should also be available as
permanent advisory facet of the Health Ser
vices in the following (specifies
I Be responsible for eliciting ’ludo,: opinions
and evaluations of the Health Center
2 Be on call to review grievancn frOm any
student
3 Would serve as
liaison between students and
the Health Service administritIon
4. Take part in constant revaluation, lin
provisment and update of the Health Services

C011
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The purpose of this policy is suppOsblY to
combat the problems of a declining or "Steady
stale" enrollment The term "1020" Itself comes
from the primary feature of the policy, a per
rnenently fixed ratio of 60 per rent tenured
faculty and 20 per cent temporary faculty. The
administration’s slated objective is 10 keep the
numbers of tenured faculty in line with the
The ad
school’s enrollment prolectIons
ministration claims that the "110.20" pOlicy
meets the "stewy state crisis," and in so doing,
accomplishes the following Objectives as well
111 preserving curricular flexibility, 121 continuing the renewal of faculty. (3) protecting
tenure. IC promoting affirmative action, the
Increased hiring of women and minorities
Whet "60.20" Actually Does
Each of these contentions are incorrect in
fact, the basis of the policy, the threat of
highly
least
Is at
declining enrollments.
questionable In any event, the 1020 policy is not
the only Solution. Others haven’t even been
brought up for discussion by anyone outside the
SJSU’s statewide Academic
administration
Senators have Said, "in our view, this line of
reasoning is not only unsound, but also quite
dangerous First, It appears to be based On
limited information and may tell us more about
and
managerial
biases of
its
the
fears
proponents than it does about their facts When
available enrollment data are examined in
terms Of absolute growth, rather than In terms of
discrepancies between actual and preleted
enrollments, they fail to provide a reliable basis
for claims regarding the direction of future
enrollment." Further, by the administration’s
own figures, there was no drop anticipated this
Year, but rather a slight increase in enrollments
The most gloomy of possibilites projected by the
administration would Consist of only a 5.3 Per
cent surplus of faculty maintaining a 11.14 to 1
student faculty ratio, one of the worst In the
nation. This Is hardly the immediate crisis which
the administration projects as justification for
this policy of an Immediate freeze on tenured
post ions
In addition to this, the effects of other ad
mlnistrative policies which clearly work towards
elimination of students at a time when these
Same administrators are supposedly so con
cerned with declining enrollments, detracts
from the credibility of the arguments both for
"8020" and the other assorted policies (CAR, the
new calendar, tuition incr sssss ), Which detract
from enrollments.
As far as preserving curricular flexibility,
renewing faculty and protecting tenure, "80.10"
Odes none of these Curricular flexibility is
impaired, not helped by this policy which places
additonal control over hiring in administrative
hands, taking that authority over from the
departments Faculty renewal muSt mean mart
than 20 per cent of the Instructors rotating in or
out of their jobs every two years, the remaining
80 per cent of the faculty permanently fixed in
their positions. This policy, welch specifically
Stated that 20 per cent of the teaching staff are
excluded from even the possibility of tenure, can
hardly claim justification on grounds that it
protects tenure. Lastly, affirmative action Is not
promoted by this policy because new women and
minority teachers, will, of necessity, be tem
porary faculty, with no permanent employment
possibilities
Quite apart from administrative claims, the
"80 20" policy has a number of Other unstated
benefits for the administration itself it puts the
2e per cent temporary faculty in a status in
which they have no grievance rights, it reduce
wages for 20 per cent of the staff to a twOyear
temporary employee level, it allows the ad
ministration to screen all new instructors,
eirninating whoever they see as threatening to
their system, Or deem as undesirable Perhaps
most importantly, it gives themselves new
powers over the departments and can be used to
rernooel the university according to their plans.
Effects on Students and Faculty
The faculty has much to lose under this policy
For new instructors, tenure will be only
something found at other schools They will have
no rights to grievance The faculty as whole,
will be divided into two classesthose with a
future and rights and those with neither. The age
distribution of the faculty will grow more
distorted, the older faculty safely tenured and
growing Older, the younger faculty put Out after
two years
Students are the biggest 10SerS. With no future
at SJSU, dead faculty will go somewhere else
Those that do come, good or bad, will have the
question of their next job Interfering with their
teaching As the temporary will be here but two
years, they can provide little help Or advice toe
student on four year Or more program With
the administrators controlling hiring, views and
attitudes at variance with the administration’s
plans in views Of society could easily disappear
as this effort to eliminate controversy is already
in progress as seen In the complete takeover of
the Economics Department’s hiring practices by
the administration
All
Ives
Again, it is at best highly questionable whetter
the basis of the "80-20" policy, the "threat of
declining enrollments" eelts at all In anything
like the degree which the administration claims.
Other solutions could inriude improved student
faculty ratios, early retirement programs and
some new arrangements for this sort of planning
Which involves faculty and students as well as
the small group of administrators presently
determining policy
VOTE YES TO OPPOSE THIS 10 20 POLICY
VOTE YES TO OPPOSE ITS EFFECTS ON
OUR EDUCATION

con

Very properly there has been discussion and
concern about the unusual circumstances which
led to the placement of the Department of
Economics in temporary "receivership." and
two basic questions seem to emerge from this
concern
III was there proper faculty con.
sultation involved, or did the administration act
unilaterally? and 121 if the Economics Depart.
’rent is "all that bad" why were disciplinary
action charges not filed? I have been asked to
cornmmt why It happened, and how It happened.
It is no secret that Internal dislienSIOn Of both a
personal and prOfeniOnal nature has over the
Veers wracked the Department of Economics. In
those years past all attempts, internal and external, by counseling or intervention, have failed
to help the Department resolve its dIffIcultleli.
Last year, decisive intervention was necessary.
First, a sharpened Internal divisiveness In the
Department so severely contaminated the
faculty evaluation process that the University
Promotion Committee reported by unanimous
judgement what It found to be unprofessional
behavior and reccomended that the Department
be disenfranchised from participation in permatters.
no
arbitrary,
was
sonnel
This
capricious action, It was an unprecedented
protet by an all University faculty group
Second, the Department’s bitter internal
struggles over appointments, retentions,
promotions and the chairmanshipall personnel
matters, and all presumably subject to the ethic
of discretion if not confidentialityescalated
irfc a full.blown publi spectacle with the pages
Of the public press and public meetings as the
fora by which 10 make or influence personnel
decisions This no holds -barred Ire Mr .all, led
the Western Association of Schools and Colleges
to relse questions in its report about the corn
oetence of the Department and the University to
-Onduct a program in economics in its formal
accreditation review WASC said, ". the
Departmental situation has deteriorated to such
a degree that the quality of the educational
program is now In jeopardy.. "and laid It on the
administration of the University "...to use any
means available to remedy (the) Situation " But,
what to do? And how decide what to do?
Obviously, no administration worthy Of
responsibilityor in its right mindwould in
such a Sensitive situation do anything other than
turn to an appropriate faculty group for con
sultation and advice. And Mat is What happened
More specifically: in consultation with the
Executive Committee of the Academic Council,
it was agreed that some kind of external in
tervention was likely required, and that some
kind Of faculty consultation must preyed any
administrative action
The President. on the belief that both problems
and solution should be kept as closely as possible
to the level Of competent faculty involvement
and administrative red/Sensibility best equipped
to deal with the situation, decided that the School
of Social Sciences was the appropriate faculty
and administrative unit to consult
After consultation with the Policy Committee
the Dean appointed a Review Committee That
faculty Review Committee consisted of
PrOfeSSOM Brant Clark, T C
Esseistyn, Ted
Hinckley, Ted NOrton and Don Rothblatt
Folowing Its review the Committee concluded
in essence that at the present time, the Depart
mein Of Economics could not solve Its internal
problems, that the eventual solution would best
be found through an intemientiOn designed to
produce a ceOlingOff and withdrawal period,
rather
than personal
recriminations or
Punitively motivated disciplinary actions, and
that the Department should be temporarily
governed by a faculty Executive Committee
until, bit by bit, the Department could reassume
Its governance responsibilities and discharge
them in a more professional way
These conclusions of the faculty Review
Committee were shared with the Executive
Committee of the Academic Seente and after the
Solicitation of nominations from the School
Policy Committee and the Dean, the President
appointed Professors Don Anthrop, Ted
Benedict, Dean Creed, Bob Hicks. Ed Hornig
and Lois Lindberg to indefinite terms on the
Economics Executive Committee and that
Committee is now functioning.
Heston In the entire process was taken without
faculty advice and the very process leading to
temporary disenfranchisement was initiated by
a faculty promotion committee, on its Own
authority The principle of faculty cOnSuletion
and advice was hectored, it was not preempted
by arbitrary administrative action
The decision not to initiate formal disciplinary
action was Consciously and deliberately taken
The kind of intervention would have signalled a
desire to mien personal fault and to punish,
that would only make deeper and not heal the
wounds in the Department of Economics Sure,
a strategy for healing which anticipates a
temporary "receivership" and an eventual
return to tolerable human and professional
activities is preferable to the struggle and
conrentation which would be entailed by the
filing of disciplinary action charges
The goal and hope of all those Involved, faculty
and administration. Is to have the Department of
Economics be. and be treated, as any Other
department in the University it Is, of course,
possible that an intervention to yield the time
and the desire to cool It so reasonable collegial
relationships can be established may not work,
may not heal Certainly it will neither work nor
heal if there are thole determined in advance not
to let it do so
Yet, all things considered, isn’t it worth a geed.
full faith effort?

Elt,iiry-TwEgry POLICY

VOCE
OCC.30-31

In the cillicunionS about the 0020 policy to be
effected ei. November 1, there have been
questions about whether the University Is in fact
a -steady state" of enrollment and faculty size,
about the primary motivation of the policy and
most particularly what portion. If any, of our
total allocation of Instructional positions (FTE
F I should not be used for probationary Or
tenured appointments
oyo
f he tpoheliclyacts, value
Lea0,
lt, me share
and reasoning which led to the
iudgemts
en
the
Initiation
O: is it true we are experiencing a decline in
enrollment and therefore in faculty postions?
Are we really in a steady state?
A. in 1973 1974, we fell 791 FTEE-Students short
of Our budgeted enrollment of 21,030, SO that the
entire University grew but by 25 Students Last
Spring over last Fall we actually declined by
1,301 FTE S If we merely Stay at the 191374
10.202 enrollment we will have to return an ad
ditlonal 12 faculty postions by the coming Spring,
and if we drop to approximately 213,003 as many
predict, we will hove to return some 33 positions.
You judge if this decline in budgeted and ac
tual enrollments, in budgeted and actual faculty
positions, means we are in or entering a steady
state
O What is the motivation of the 5070 policy?
A The purpose of the policy has three In
terdependent goals: (a) to provide for curricular
change and growth as desired by faculty and
students through a policy which would (b) make
POSSible the appointment Of Some probationary
faculty each year beyond "attrition vacancies,"
as well as create renewal opportunities for
continuing faculty, while (c I attempting to In
Sure that no faculty member appointed to a
probationary or tenured peen, will be denied
reappointment, tenure, or promotion on any
basis other than individual merit The principal
mechanism to achieve these ends is the 80.20 mix
of regualr to non -permanent appointees.
How dOes 8040 help accomplish these
O
purposes?
A. Inc steady state, and were we to become
tenured in, new appointments would be possible
through resignations, dismissals, retirements
and death A mix of 5020 yields a limited obility
to offer appointments beyond turn over
vacancies when such offers are justified by
reasons Of curricular imperative, affirmative
action and exceptional individual merit 8040
helps minimize the potential reality Of a Scenario
Where decisions about retention and tenure
or
predicted
actual
functions of
become
enrollments in a given year as well as the in
dividual merits of candidates It would lessen the
chances of a situation where those holding
probationary or even tenured appointments
coulo be made subject to layoff because there
was no buffer aginst such declines
O Why 10.20? Why not OS 15? or 90 10? or 90S?
Or even 100.0?
A The answer is judgmental and depends on
What we want to "buy" out of, or how we want to
use, the overall allocation of FTEFaculty to the
University
If we judge that graduate assistants contribute
to our academic programs and if we want to
retain the ability to offer students GA YIP
pointments, then lbeceuse funds and positions
for GA’s come from faculty positions and are
limited to 7 per cent the 2 per cent et our tote
FTE F should nOt be used for regular ap
pointmentsand the mix becomes 902
If we judge that part time appointees bring to
students particular talents or current stateof
the art experience drawn from full time
professional practice and want to retain the
services of such individuals year after year or if
we think it is wise to appoint temporary faculty
while we continue to search for lust the right
person to fit a full time slot, or to reserve some
positions for visiting professors. then some
positions should be set aside for those use,
If we Ridge as desirable faculty members with
reduced instructional loads to serve Such put
poses as special student advisement, ex
perimental or Innovative programs, curricular
planning, or Instructionally related research
then another leper cent of our FTE F should not
be used for regular appointmentsand the mix
becomes 813 11
If we Ridge as desirable and defensible the
present practice of hotding in reserve 2 per cent
of our FTE F for (a) allocations to meet last
minute registration demands and (b) unan
’ideated in -semester replacement of faculty by
reason 01 long term illness Or death, then that 2
per cent of our FTE F should not be used for
regular appointmentsend the mix becomes 86.
14
In sum, if we judge that the present practices
end suppOrt levels for graduate assistance,
Assigned Time, registration -time allocations, in
semester replacements for long-term Illness or
Savings
our
Salary
meting
death,
and
requirement out of non faculty funds are all
worth keeping, then our proportional mix of
regular to non -permanent appointments would
be 5610
As of April 24, our mix was a shade above 1020
O. IS not the 60-20 aspect of the policy grossly
unfair to our present temporary appointees?
A The Situation some temporary appointees
complain of is not so much a function of 5020 but
Of the steady-statethe paucity of FTE F. But
0020, by maintaining limited flexibility, will
slow some present temporary faculty members
to achieve probationary appointments 80 20 also
serves the interest of temporary faculty who
gain probationary appointments by having their
retention and tenure decisions turn on merit
rather than enrollment
0: Why formalize an appointment policy if
most institutions do not formalize thier mix?
Why not let It be Informal and part of the general
Or implicit understandings which faculty
members know about? Hasn’t formlizelon
caused an unnecessary hassle, as illustrated by
the very fact of a referendum?
A- There at least two reasons for formalizing
appointment policies and practices
I. All appointee are entitled to know, OA
plicitly and not Implicitly, what the policies of
the University are, and each appointee Is entitled
to know the specific terms and conditions of his
appointment policy forces all Of
o’21.7rinatperimintrrent
including every faculty member
usnow
through me referendumto get eyeeball to
eyeball with the difficult and complex problems
of the steady state.
You judge If it would have been better for the
adminstrators to set secret or unpublIcixed
ratios or proportions, Instead of seeking advice
and earning assent for a policy from the
Executive Committee, Professional Standards
Committee and the full Academic Council
Hobart Burns
Academic Vice President

Hobert W Burns
ACedemIC Vice President

PROPOS I TION
III. EDUCATIONAL AND INFORMATIONAL
PEER COUNSELING
Over the past two and a half years women on
this campus have been making progress toward
understanding their Own health needs
This
progress can only continue If rap vestals and
well publicized
Per counselors are offered on
and available basis It follows the these coon
seling services should be an integrI part of a
comprehensive birth control service and involve
information and
PersOnal, nib Judgemental
experience sharing small groups, as well as the
use of extensive, up to date literature and visual
aids
Peer counseling should be offered by student
volunteers from related disciplines ii e Health
Science, Psychology, Counseling, Pre -Mad) to
provide broad based emotional support for
women and men who are making sometimes
painful and difficult decisions about a mei,
fwe of their lives
IV VOLUNTEER SERVICES
Ad educational program is Of vsilue for
students who participate as volunteers and for
students who use the birth control services in
the past, forty students each semester veer*
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given extensive training and experience working
in a clinic setting This training was given by
coungynecologists, a registered nurse and
selor Some Of these students combined this
practical learning with their academic education
to acquire jobs in the health care profession It IS
significant benefit
evident that this process is
Of a Birth Control Clinic end should be continued
Each one of the students On this campus pays
510 00 per semester to the Student Sevier’
Fund
The disbandment of the past Birth Control
Clinic is another example of ciolatlon of student
Input Into srudent services The 50-00 Policy, the
Issue of time autonomy, and the Olsen
franchisement of the Economics Department
combines with the Birth Control Services issue to
make this referendum statement on the part of
/student" who whin to cOntr !bulls to the quality of
their Services

1

Contraceptive services ere now offered at
Student Health Service on the same basis as all
other medical Services, in strict accord with
the best professional standards, practices, and
principles

2

Present arrangement provides the most
equitable reception of all presenting patients
While at the same time Offering the widest
POSSible range Of availability for those seeking
contraceptive servicesextending throughout
the total Span Of departmental hours

3

individual appointment basis provides
InicilvIduallzed, personalized attention from
Medical
highly qualified professionals
counseling by a physician IS available to each
patient

4

Complete freedom of choice is assuredno
mandatory requirements are 1. led open
and
informational
Medical
Patients
educational sessions are offered on a group or
individual basis completely at the option of the
Patient

O

Non medical sexual counseling is available
through other regularly constituted counseling
agencies possessing the requisite professional
expertise

6 Only proper IV qualified. certified, and licensed
professional personnel particpsit in the
provision of rnedicalsontrweptive service in
accord with the raiirernents of Me Slate
Board of Medical Examiners Confidentiality,
right of privacy, and lingnyrnitY are thus
assured for each patient.
7

Gynecological specialist consultation is
sysliable on departmental fetter& balls, for
those indicating need for same

9 The question of the general use of volunteers in
the Student Health Service Is being fettered to
en appropriate committee for Intensive study
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